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EVEREST 1924 – CIGARETTE CARDS

A Full Set of 20 Cigarette Cards issued by John Player & Sons

1925 First Edition, a scarce complete set of 20 cards in very good condition. Issued with 'Player’s Navy Cut Cigarettes', with black and white images of the 1924 British Expedition led by Edward Norton.

The photographs on the cards were taken by Capt. Noel and Howard Somervell, and each card has a description of the photograph on the reverse. The cards are quite large being approx 3 inch x 2.5 inch in size. One of the photographs was the highest ever taken at that time and it was of course on this expedition that Mallory and Irvine were lost near the summit. £125 reduced for a limited period only
A Selection of Scarce & Signed Titles


Astill Tony, *Mount Everest The Reconnaissance 1935. The Forgotten Adventure*, Tony Astill, 2005 Subscribers Edition, xvii, 359pp, bound in original black cloth with gilt titling, t.e.g., Mint in Mint dustwrapper, issued with a double dustwrapper. This is a Subscribers Edition of only 250 individually numbered copies signed by Tony Astill. The story of the fifth Everest expedition, which was led by Eric Shipton over 70 years ago and has since remained untold. Recently discovered diaries of team members are used to recount this mountaineering adventure. A foreword by Lord Hunt and and introduction by Sir Edmund Hillary. £68875, £150

Barry Martin, *Ascent To The Summit Of Mont Blanc In 1834*, William Blackwood & Sons, 1836 Second Edition, 119pp, original black boards with original paper title to spine, 2 coloured plates, a few spots to front board, corner tips worn, VG. The Second Edition is revised and presented as two lectures. £44363, £575

Bates Robert H. and others, *Five Miles High*, Robert Hale, 1940 First Edition, 319pp, original red salmon cloth, boards bit marked and edges worn, internally very clean indeed, VG in colour photocopy of original dw with small loss to top and bottom of spine. The thrilling true story of the first American expedition to K2. £37494, £170

Beetham George, Maxwell Joseph and Beetham Frances A., *The First Ascent of Mount Ruapehu, New Zealand, and A Holiday Jaunt to Mounts Ruapehu, Tongariro, and Ngauruhoe*, Harrison and Sons Ltd, 1926 First Edition, 40pp, original grey cloth, 2 plates, previous owner's bookplate, loosely inserted is an unsigned compliment slip from the author, VG. Privately published after the author's death., Ascents of volcanoes on North Island. A very scarce title. £63337, £360

Bonatti Walter, *K2 print mounted and framed - signed by Walter Bonatti, Doug Scott, Tony Streather, Chris Bonington, Jim Wickwire, Nazir Sabir, Naoe Sakashita and one other signature to be confirmed.* , image size 60cm x 37cm mounted in a black frame, overall size 80cm x 66cm. Photographed by Doug Scott from Broad Peak. A rare opportunity to obtain a beautiful print of K2 signed by arguably the most admired climber of all time, Walter Bonatti, and some of the world's best climbers who have all climbed on K2. £65372, £425

Brookedon William, *Journals of Excursions in the Alps: The Pennine, Graian, Cottian, Rhetian, Lepontian, and Bernese*, James Duncan, 1833 First Edition, xv, 376pp, folding map, original paper covered boards, new spine with original paper worn label, foxing to endpapers, annotation to rear endpaper, some minor bumps and wear to edge of boards, Good+, on the title page the book has been signed 'To Barbara Clarke' in the author's handwriting., Scarce title, account of his travels in 1824 and 1825. £68341, £425

Cairngorm Club, *The Cairngorm Club Journal Vol 1, Jan 1894, No.2 to Vol 7, Jan 1914, No.42. A complete run of 41 journals.*, The Cairngorm Club, 1914 First Edition, Volumes 2 to 36 in original paper wrappers, Good to Very Good condition, Vol 7, Nos.37-42 bound in VG half leather binding. £61657, £360

Cheever Dr and Headley J. T., *Travels Among Alpine Scenery*, James Blackwood, London, 1855 First Edition, 396pp, original blue blindstamped cloth, gilt image of St Bernard dog to front board, gilt titling, moderate wear to boards, cracking to endpapers but secure, school prize bookplate, Good+. A scarce Alpine title. £63903, £450

Conway Sir Martin, *Aconcagua And Tierra Del Fuego. A Book Of Climbing, Travel And Exploration*, Cassell & Co, 1902 First Edition, xil, 252pp, 27 illus, map, later maroon cloth, pages edges trimmed, foxing to tissue guard of frontpiece otherwise internally very clean, Good+. After an ascent of Aconcagua, Conway attempted Sarmiento in Tierra del Fuego. This expedition marked the end of Conway's career as a serious mountaineer. £68024, £230

Conway William Martin, *Climbing And Exploration In The Karakoram Himalayas*, T. Fisher Unwin, 1894 First Edition, 8vo xxviii, 709, (3) pp, with folding map and 300 illustrations by A. D. McCormick, original fawn pictorial cloth with gilt titling to spine, t.e.g., cloth splitting down either side of spine but still secure, internally almost Fine, Good+ overall., Results of the Conway's expedition in the Karakoram in 1892, they explored the Hispar, Biafo and Baltoro glaciers. £63008, £230

Conway William Martin, *Climbing And Exploration In The Karakoram Himalayas*, T. Fisher Unwin, 1894 First Edition, 8vo, xxviii, 709, (3) pp, with folding map and 300 illustrations by A. D. McCormick, original brown pictorial cloth with gilt titling to spine, t.e.g., corners rounded, wear to top of boards and extremities, some tiny worm holes to boards and some pages, private bookplate of Michael Ward with his name and address to front endpaper, some marks to endpapers, near VG. Michael Ward's copy. £67598, £330
Cunningham C. D., *The Pioneers Of The Alps*, Sampson Low, Marston, Searle, And Rivington, 1888 Second Edition, viii, 180pp, 23 plates, plus frontispiece and other illustrations, original maroon cloth with brown decorative gilt, some very minor spotting, tissue guards browned some with small tears but all present, VG. A very scarce title., Biographical sketches of the great early Alpine guides illustrated by Abney's superb portraits. Cunningham was an early advocate of Scottish winter climbing. 55871, £250

Cunningham C. D., *The Pioneers Of The Alps*, Estes and Lauriat, 1888 Second US Edition, viii, 180pp, 23 plates, plus frontispiece and other illustrations, original maroon cloth with bright decorative gilt, some very minor spotting, lower rear spine joint, slight hint of sunning to front board with a tiny dimple leading edge, owner's signature, a few marks to endpapers, inner hinges strengthened, tissue guards browned with some foxing, first signs of foreedge foxing, a VG+ attractive copy. A very scarce title. 55875, £330

Davies J. Sanger, *Dolomite Strongholds*, George Bell & Sons, 1894 First Edition, 176pp, gold lettering and decorative front board, foxing to a few pages, darkening to spine, VG, An account of ascents of the Croda di Lago, the Little & Great Zinnen, the Cinque Torri, the Funfingerspitze and the Langkofel. 62743, £400

Duncan Jane E., *A Summer Ride Through Western Tibet*, Smith, Elder & Co, 1906 First Edition, xviii, 341pp, 93 illustrs, folding map, original green cloth with gilt, foxing to endpapers and foreedges, tiny nick to head of spine, VG, signed dedication on the front endpaper by Robert Duncan. A very scarce copy., An account of a journey from Srinagar to Skardu and Leh by a lady who took a great interest in Tibetan culture. 64162, £150


Filippi Filippo de, *The Ascent Of Mount St. Elias (Alaska) By H.R.H. Prince Luigi Amedeo Di Savoia Duke Of The Abruzzi*, Archibald Constable, 1900 First Edition, xvi, 240pp, 34 plates, 117 illustrs, panoramas, maps, original decorative green boards, professionally recased with new spine and original relaid, t.e.g., corner tips worn, wear to base of boards, a strong secure copy, VG. An attractive copy. 68727, £525


Fitzgerald E. A., *Climbs In The New Zealand Alps. Being An Account Of Travel And Discovery*, T. Fisher Unwin, 1896 First Edition, xvi, 363pp, folding map in pocket, original brown cloth, decoration on front board, t.e.g., slight wear to leather spine labels, light foxing to endpapers, internally very clean indeed, VG+. A lovely copy., Fitzgerald made a number of good climbs after losing the first ascent of Mount Cook to local climbers. A truly scarce item, only 1000 copies produced. 59869, £400


Freshfield Douglas W., *The Exploration of the Caucasus (Two Volumes)*, Edward Arnold, 1902 Second Edition, 278pp, 295pp, folding maps, original blue cloth, some very minor wear, some foxing, heavy on the occasional page, VG+. A lovely set., Illustrated by Vittorio Sella, a magnificent work. 68461, £490

Freshfield Douglas W., *The Exploration of the Caucasus (Two Volumes)*, Edward Arnold, 1896 First Edition, xxiii, 278pp, x, 295pp, original decorative boards, slight darkening to spines as usual, private bookplate, owner's signature, foxing to endpapers and occasional light foxing elsewhere, VG+. A most attractive bright strong set of the scarce First Edition., Illustrated by Vittorio Sella, a magnificent work. 65512, £950

Freshfield Douglas W., *Travels In The Central Caucasus And Bashan, including Visits To Ararat And Tabreez and Ascents Of Kazbek And Elbruz*, Longmans, Green, and Co., 1869 First Edition, xvi, 509pp, 4 plates, illuts, folding maps, half brown leather with original decorative boards retained, VG+. A most attractive and strong copy indeed., A delightful work of mountaineering interest, with accounts of the ascents of Kasbek and Elburz. It precedes the author's 'Explorations in the Caucasus' by twenty-seven years; at this time the area was still little-known and dangerous. With Appendices recording details of the Elbruz Expedition of 1829; heights of peaks, passes, towns and villages in the Caucasus Provinces; a catalogue of plants. 55852, £370

Girdlestone Rev. A. G., *The High Alps Without Guides : Being A Narrative of Adventures in Switzerland, together with chapters on the practicability of such mode of mountaineering, and suggestions for its accomplishment*, Longmans, Green, And Co., 1870 First Edition, x, 181pp, original blue cloth, 2 maps, 1 plate, gilt lettering to spine, blindstamped decoration to boards, minor repair to map, light wear to extremities, VG. Very scarce indeed, Neate suggests probably less than 100 copies. Girdlestone was an enthusiastic but inept climber who had a number of lucky escapes, consequently his book was badly received by his contemporaries. £575


Griffith Jon and Ueli Steck, *Alpine Exposures* (SIGNED COPY), Vertebrate Publishing, 2014 First Edition, 288pp, 300x250mm, hardback, very faint line on front board and faint scratch on dustwrapper, New in dustwrapper, signed on the title page by Jon Griffith and Ueli Steck who wrote the foreword, signed with forenames only., Alpine Exposures, mountain sports photographer Jon Griffith presents over ten years of breathtaking photography in the Western Alps. Written in English, French and German languages. The book is a photographic guide to the Alps' most beautiful climbs, ski descents, and flying terrains. 61019, £150

Hargreaves Alison, *A Hard Day's Summer*, Hodder & Stoughton, 1994 First Edition, 158pp, VG+ in VG+ dw, signed by Alison Hargreaves., In 1995 Hargreaves was the first woman to scale Mount Everest solo without supplementary oxygen. This book is her account of climbing all the great north faces of the Alps in a single season. She was the first climber to accomplish that feat. The series of climbs included summiting the famously difficult north face of the Eiger, which she did while pregnant. She also climbed Ama Dablam in Nepal. Hargreaves tragically perished in 1995 while descending from the peak of K2 in violent weather. 68835, £425

Harper Arthur P., *Pioneer Work in the Alps of New Zealand. A record of the first exploration of the chief glaciers and ranges of the Southern Alps*, T. Fisher Unwin, 1896 First Edition, xvi, 336pp, 40 illus, folding map, original blue cloth with gilt, one plate lacking, minor wear to head and tail of spine, internally very clean, VG., Harper was a New Zealander who made several first ascents and did much exploration and survey work in the 1890s with Charles Douglas and G. E. Mannering. He was one of the pillars of the pillars of the climbing world in NZ. £175

Harrer Heinrich, *The White Spider*, Rupert Hart-Davis, 1968 Second Impression, 310pp, original blue cloth, new endpapers, folding photograph loose, wear to edge of spine, blemish on rear boards, VG-, signed on the title page by Heinrich Harrer., The history of the Eiger's North Face, a classic title and a tremendous read.61965, £170

Harrer Heinrich, *The White Spider*, Rupert Hart-Davis, 1962 Fourth Impression, 240pp, original blue cloth, VG in VG price clipped dw, signed on the title page by Heinrich Harrer. 65529, £225


Hinchliff Thomas W., *Summer Months Among The Alps: With The Ascent Of Monte Rosa.*, Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans, & Roberts, 1857 First Edition, xviii, 312pp, 4 plates, 3 maps, original reddish brown cloth with gilt designs, corners rounded, small damp mark to margin of frontspiece, light foxing to tissue guards and plates, internally very clean, VG+. A most attractive copy of a very scarce title indeed., A classic of the Golden Age. Hinchliff was a lawyer, botanist and traveller, whose climbing career was curtailed by a shotgun accident to his hand. He was president of the Alpine Club, 1875-7, and his book and his personality were decisive influences on contemporary mountaineering. 68002, £950
Hirst John, *Climbing Songs*, The Rucksack Club, 1959 First Edition, 83pp, some cracking to endpapers, owner's signature, Good+, this was Tom Patey's copy, *signed* by Tom Patey on the front endpaper. Patey was well known for his climbing poems and songs and it is no surprise that this book was part of his collection. A most unique item with Patey's scarce signature. £270

Hornby E., *Mountaineering Records*, J. A. Thompson & Co, 1907 First Edition, vii, 352pp, original green cloth with vignette of the Matterhorn to the front board, small mark and a couple of spots to front board, foisting to endpapers, minor foxing to first few and last few leaves, VG. *Signed* inscription to front endpaper reads, 'Mary Hornby from M. L. Hornby July 1909'. The book was compiled and edited by Emily's brother Montague-Leyland Hornby. This *signed* copy is very scarce indeed. A fascinating record of mountain ascents and ascent of passes, from 1873 to 1895, by a leading woman climber of her generation. The book was compiled by Emily's brother, Montague-Leyland Hornby, from her letters and journals. Montague Leyland Hornby, 1870-1948, had a most distinguished and decorated military career, serving in India, Uganda and elsewhere, and subsequently in France during the First World War. He published a number of other books in addition to Mountaineering Records, How to March (1914), The Platoon Roll-Book (1915), How to buy Land in Canada (1913). He retired to Alberta in 1927 and worked to promote British immigration to Canada. £6998, £575


Lachenal Louis, *Carnets du Vertige*, Editions Guerin, 1997 Second Edition, 377pp, original pictorial red cloth, bump to base of spine, very faint small stain mark to spine and front board, VG. The Editions Guerin mountaineering books are distinguished by their fantastic lavish bindings, large format pictorial red cloth. Very scarce indeed. The most sought after Guerin Edition. The original edition was much censored but the Michel Guerin edition includes a huge amount of unpublished material from Lachenal's diary. When this edition was published a storm of controversy swept over France. 61917, £320


Le Blond Mrs. Aubrey, *Mountaineering in the Land of The Midnight Sun*, T. Fisher Unwin, 1908 First Edition, 304pp, 71 illusts, original decorative boards, t.e.g., light sunning to spine, wear to head and tail of spine, some foxing, near VG., First ascents in the Lyngen Peninsula. 65662, £280

Le Blond Mrs. Aubrey (Mrs Main), *My Home In The Alps*, Sampson Low, Marston, 1892 First Edition, 131pp, 32pp adverts, original pictorial cloth, light wear to extremities, bookplate of Horace Walker, VG. Horace Walker, 1838–1908, was an English mountaineer who made many notable first ascents, including Mount Elbrus and the Grandes Jorasses. Son of Liverpool lead merchant and mountaineer Francis Walker, and brother of Lucy Walker, the first woman to climb the Matterhorn. He was also President of the Alpine Club from 1891-1893. A scarce item. Miscellaneous pieces about guides and alpine life by the first president of the Ladies Alpine Club. 68458, £160

Main Elizabeth (Le Blond E. A. F.), *High Life and Towers of Silence*, Sampson Low, Marston, Searle, & Rivington, 1886 First Edition, xii, 195pp, 7plates, original blue cloth with decorative spine, a.e.g., some plates bound in slightly different location to that detailed on contents page, a few faint blemishes to front board, VG., Alpine climbing excursions. 68339, £160

Mercier John Jerome, *Mountains and Lakes of Switzerland and Italy*, Bell & Daddy, 1871 First Edition, 130pp, folding map, original highly decorative cloth, some marks to boards, numerous chromo lithographs, title page lacking, half title page repaired, a.e.g., VG-. The colour illustrations by M & N Hanhart from original drawings by Frederick Jones are stunning. 68347, £425

Merzbacher Dr. Gottfried, *The Central Tian-Shan Mountains 1902-1903*, John Murray, 1905 First Edition, ix, 294pp, 20 illusts, original blue cloth, t.e.g., a few string indents to edge of boards, a couple of faint blemishes to boards, light wear to extremities, private bookplate, top corner of front endpaper cut, VG. Merzbacher was a highly accomplished Alpinist before he tackled the remote Caucasus mountains. He made two expeditions to the Tian-Shan mountains. He tells of being beaten by the peak, Khan-Tengri, but of discovering the largest glacier in the world, and a huge inland lake. 68001, £500

Messner Reinhold, *Spedizione Nazionale al Lhotse 1975 - Expedition Postcard*, Club Alpino Italiano, 1975, Postcard addressed to famous climber, Dennis Gray by Reinhold Messner, from 6600m on the South side of Lhotse, 7 April 1975, signed by Reinhold Messner. The expedition was forced to retreat after their camp was avalanched a short time later. A unique item., 62806, £200

Meyer Dr. Hans, *Across East African Glaciers. An Account Of The First Ascent Of Kilimanjaro.*, George Philip & Sons, 1891 First Edition, xx, 404pp, 21 plates, 3 folding maps, original highly decorative boards, teg, boards exceptionally bright and fresh, private bookplate, tissue guard facing one map is badly creased, first sign of foreedge foxing, VG+. A most attractive copy., The first successful ascent of Kilimanjaro by Dr. Hans Meyer in 1889 brought to a close the enduring struggle for this prized peak of East Africa. The most important African mountaineering title and one of the scarcest of all mountaineering books. 68025, £2,600


Moore A.W., *The Alps In 1864. A Private Journal.*, David Douglas, 1902 Public First Edition, xxxv, 444pp, 22 plates, 10 maps, original green cloth, t.e.g., light wear to extremities, a little foxing to endpapers, plates and tissue guards, VG+. An attractive copy., Moore made extensive Alpine tours in the years 1860-81 including this one with Whymper and Horace Walker in 1864. The Alpine Club hold his later unpublished diaries, parts of which were incorporated into the 1902 Edition, including his account of the first ascent of the Brenva ridge on Mont Blanc. The 1902 Edition was preceeded only by the First Edition in 1867 of 100 copies which was for private circulation only. Very scarce. 68034, £290


Mummery A. F., *My Climbs In The Alps And Caucasus*, T. Fisher Unwin, 1895 First Edition, xii, 360pp, 11 plates, original fawn cloth, t.e.g., a strong tight copy, light foxing throughout and occasionally heavy, VG., Mummery made many important climbs in the Mont Blanc region. He led an expedition to Nanga Parbat in 1895, with Collie and Bruce, but disappeared whilst reconnoitring. 40957, £275


Norman-Neruda Ludwig, *The Climbs Of Norman Neruda*, T Fisher Unwin, 1899 First Edition, xii, 335pp, 30 plates, original red cloth with gilt, some fading to boards, t.e.g., new endpapers, label removal from verso of frontispiece. Good+. Norman-Neruda was a leading climber of his day, some of his ascents are still well regarded. 68340, £160
Norton Lieutenant-Colonel E.F., *The Fight For Everest 1924*, Edward Arnold & Co, 1925 First Edition, xi, 372pp, folding map, original green cloth with gilt, light foxing, wear to top and bottom of spine, bumping to corners, owner's signature, a few speckle marks to boards, near VG., The original account of Mallory and Irvine's attempt on the summit. £67600, £250

Oppenheim E. C., *New Climbs In Norway. An Account Of Some Ascents In The Sondmore District.*, T. Fisher Unwin, 1898 First Edition, x, 257pp, 17 illus, original pictorial boards, t.e.g., tight copy, very clean internally, VG+. £8005, £225


Rebuffat Gaston & Tairraz Pierre, *Between Heaven And Earth*, Nicholas Vane, 1965 reprint, 183pp, signature of Geoff Milburn on front endpaper, VG+ in VG dw, signed by Gaston Rebuffat., This invigorating book gives a vivid impression of the face and ridge climbing to be found on the great Alpine traverses. 56261, £190

Rey Guido, *The Matterhorn*, T. Fisher Unwin, 1913 Third Impression, 336pp, 37 pen and ink drawings by Edoardo Rubino and 11 photographs, original olive green cloth with gilt, slight cracking to front endpaper but secure, near Fine in Fair much repaired dw. The very scarce dustwrapper is complete with the exception of some small chips to corners and the spine. A bright attractive copy in the very scarce dustwrapper., A charmingly written account of attempts on the Matterhorn by the early pioneers and by Guido Rey himself. 59624, £180

Rey Guido, *The Matterhorn*, T. Fisher Unwin, 1907 Deluxe Limited First Edition, 336pp, cream half vellum boards, printed on Japan paper, duplicate set of all plates included on vellum, booksellers small label to front pastedown, gift inscription by well known lady climber, slight darkening to spine, a little light foxing to endpapers and foreedges, some faint soiling to boards, a near Fine copy. A lovely copy of one of the scarcest of all Mountaineering volumes, this is No.13 of only 15 copies, signed by T. Fisher Unwin the publisher., A most prestigious volume. 40954, £4,250

Roget F.E., *Ski-Runs In The High Alps*, T. Fisher Unwin, 1913 First Edition, 312pp, 25 illus, 6 maps, original decorative boards, t.e.g., small blemish on rear board, foxing to foreedges, VG., The author outlines a series of possible ski-routes, each accompanied by a map. 65533, £165

Roget F.E., *Ski-Runs In The High Alps*, T. Fisher Unwin, 1913 First Edition, 312pp, 25 illus, 6 maps, original decorative boards, t.e.g., foxing to foreedges, a few pages unopened, VG+. An attractive bright copy. 65536, £210


Rose W & F, & Seymour H., *A Tour to Great St. Bernard's and Round Mont Blanc with descriptions copied from a journal kept by the author and drawings taken from nature.*, Harvey and Darton, 1827 First Edition, iv, 144pp, 16 illustrations, original boards with maroon leather spine, folding map, small inscription dated 1828, edge of board worn, Good+. A very scarce title indeed. 61183, £560


Scott Doug, **Kangchenjunga Print - Signed**, Image of Kangchenjunga West Side from Drohmo, image size 19” x 13”, frame size 25.5” x 20”, signed by First Ascenters Joe Brown and George Band, and Second Ascenters Tony Streather and Norman Hardie, and Doug Scott who took the photograph. 55713, £320


Shipton Eric, **Blank On The Map**, Hodder & Stoughton, 1938 First Edition, xv, 299pp, original black cloth, owner's initials and date, small tear in margin of folding map otherwise Fine throughout in colour photocopy of original dw. This is by far the most pristine copy of this title I have ever seen., Shipton's scarcest book. 66995, £375

Shipton Eric, **Nanda Devi**, Hodder & Stoughton, 1936 First Edition, 310pp, original black boards, VG in scarce dw. The dw is lacking the bottom half of the spine, chipped at the head of the spine but is otherwise complete, although with some large tears repaired and a price clip. Very scarce in dustwrapper., Shipton and Tilman's important exploration into the Rishi Gorge to the Nanda Devi Sanctuary. 63023, £200

Shipton Eric, **Nanda Devi**, Hodder & Stoughton, 1936 First Edition, 310pp, original black cloth, slight foreedge foxing, VG in VG dw with soiling to rear panel, edge wear and internal repairs. 7474, £300

Shipton Eric, **The Mount Everest Reconnaissance Expedition 1951**, Hodder & Stoughton, 1952 First Edition, 128pp, owner's signature, foxing to endpapers, slight sunning to very edge of boards, VG in VG dw, signed on the title page by Eric Shipton. A very scarce signed copy., Confirmation of the southern route via the Khumbu icefall and Western Cwm. 66750, £750

Skottsberg Carl, **The Wilds Of Patagonia. A Narrative of the Swedish Expedition to Patagonia Tierra Del Fuego and the Falklands Islands in 1907-1908.**, Edward Arnold, 1911 First Edition, xix, 336pp, 53 illusltes, 3 maps, 2 folding, original decorative boards, professionally recased with new spine and original relaid, bottom corners a little bumped, a few pages unopened, VG. An attractive copy of a scarce title., The Swedish Magellanic expedition, 1907–09 was a scientific expedition undertaken by Carl Skottsberg, Percy Quensel and Thore Halle to study the geography, geology and flora of Patagonia. Other areas studied include Tierra del Fuego, Falkland Islands, Juan Fernández Islands, Chiloé Archipelago and Central Chile. Another of the expeditions goals was to study the Alakaluf Indians that lived in the channels of western Patagonia. 52410, £270

Slingsby W. Cecil, **Norway The Northern Playground**, David Douglas, 1904 First Edition, xx, 425pp, 32 full page illustrations, 70 vignettes, 9 maps, rebound in attractive green cloth similar to the original, gilt titling, foxing to prelims and occasional elsewhere, VG., Slingsby climbed many of the Norwegian peaks between 1872 and 1912. A scarce classic. Sketches of climbing and mountain exploration in Norway between 1872 and 1903. 61915, £925

Slingsby W. Cecil, **Norway The Northern Playground**, David Douglas, 1904 First Edition, xx, 425pp, 32 full page illustrations, 70 vignettes, 9 maps, original green cloth, light foxing to prelims, light wear to head of spine, VG., Slingsby climbed many of the Norwegian peaks between 1872 and 1912. A scarce classic. Sketches of climbing and mountain exploration in Norway between 1872 and 1903. 68363, £1,250

Smith Albert, **The Story Of Mont Blanc**, G.P. Putnam & Co, 1853 First Edition US, 208pp, original green decorative cloth, owner's signature, heavy foxing to a few pages, worn spot to head and tail of spine, Good+. 67569, £150

Smith Albert, **The Story Of Mont Blanc**, David Bogue, 1853 First Edition, xii, 219pp, 8pp adverts, original orange cloth, coloured frontispiece, professionally recased with new endpapers, light foxing to frontis and title page but otherwise very clean indeed, VG. A strong copy., The author was an English writer with a passion for Mont Blanc. After his ascent in 1851 he produced an illustrated lecture based on his experiences. This ran for six years and made him a rich man. 63122, £750

Smythe F S, **Kamet Conquered**, Victor Gollancz, 1932 First Edition, xvi, 420pp, original black cloth, a few light spots of foxing to prelims, internally very clean, VG+ in scarse VG dw with a little edge wear., This first ascent of Kamet was a fine achievement, following a series of attempts dating back to 1855. 68918, £260

Stephen Leslie, *The Playground Of Europe*, Longmans, Green, And Co., 1871 First Edition, xii, 321pp, 3 illusts, 32pp adverts, sumptuous new full leather binding with raised bands, two blindstamps of the Appalachian Mountains, ink numbers on the verso of the title page, internally very clean indeed, VG+. A lovely copy of the scarce First Edition., Stephen is one of the most famous personalities in mountaineering, and his book ranks among the best in climbing literature. The piece on Switzerland in winter is perhaps his finest. 61031, £380


Terray Lionel, *Conquistadors Of The Useless. From The Alps To Annapurna*, Victor Gollancz, 1963 First Edition, 351pp, light foxing to foreedges, internally very clean, VG+ in VG dw, signed on the title page by Lionel Terray., Tales from the great French climber. 68769, £480

The Himalayan Club, *The Himalayan Journal* - 11 Journals from Vol.1 1929 through to Vol.12 1940, The Himalayan Club, 1929-1940, 11 journals from 1929 through to 1940, lacking Vol.4, VG., The Himalayan Club, founded in 1928, is one of the earliest clubs to have been established in the sub-continent. The Himalayan Journal Published since 1929, is the most authentic and authoritative reference on the activities in the Himalaya. It covers climbing, explorations, scientific observations and almost all aspects related to the Himalaya. The contributors include some of the best writers and climbers active in the range. 68412, £480


Tuckett E.F., *Zigzagging Amongst Dolomites*, Longmans, Green, Reader & Dyer, 1873 reprint, 38pp, 26 x 36cm, original decorative blue cloth, owner's signature from 1880, some wear and marks to extremities, heavy foxing to title page, moderate foxing elsewhere, new spine with original cloth laid on, lacking page of adverts at rear, A delightful book. The author describes a journey through the Dolomites with over 250 amusing sketches and accompanying text. A very scarce title indeed. 63338, £180

Tuckett F.F., *A Pioneer In The High Alps. Alpine Diaries and Letters of F. F. Tuckett 1856-1874*, Edward Arnold, 1920 First Edition, xi, 372pp, original brown cloth, minor tear to head of spine, very slight sunning to spine, a few bubbles to front board, gilt titling to spine dulled, faint blemish to front board, foxing to endpapers, frontispiece tissue guard foxed, owner's signature, very clean internally, VG., Tuckett climbed extensively in the latter part of the nineteenth century, adopting a scientific approach to mountain travel. 68350, £240

Tuckett F.F., *A Pioneer In The High Alps. Alpine Diaries and Letters of F. F. Tuckett 1856-1874*, Edward Arnold, 1920 First Edition, xi, 372pp, original brown cloth, spine lettering dull as usual, minor stain to leading edge of front board, some foxing to endpapers and foreedges, some scattered foxing to text, VG+. Inscribed on the front endpaper to "F. W. Crossman, in memory of an old friend" and signed by A. Tuckett, Xmas 1920. This is likely to be Francis Fox's wife Alice, she died in 1928 where as Francis Fox died in 1913. Loosely inserted copy of Extracts of Mountaineering Accounts of Francis Fox Tuckett and compiled by Mr D Taylor. Also inserted is a newspaper article on the Tuckett family and their life at Frenchay in the suburbs of Bristol, from the Bristol Times in 2003. An interesting association copy., Tuckett climbed extensively in the latter part of the nineteenth century, adopting a scientific approach to mountain travel. Edited by W. A. B. Coolidge. 68910, £375

Tyndall John, *Mountaineering In 1861 A Vacation Tour*, Longmans, 1862 First Edition, 105pp, 8p adverts, 2 illusts, original brown cloth, minor string indent to leading edge of boards, tiny worn spot to edge of spine, VG. A very scarce title. Contains mostly attempts on the Matterhorn, and the First Ascent of the Weisshorn. 68898, £180

Walton W. H. Murray, *Scrambles In Japan And Formosa*, Edward Arnold & Co, 1934 First Edition, 304pp, 26 plates, 2 maps, original cloth with bright gilt, the top third of the front endpaper has been clipped, VG., An important contribution to English language literature on these areas. 63022, £210

Weston Rev. Walter, Mountaineering And Exploration In The Japanese Alps, John Murray, 1896 First Edition, 346pp, 35 illus, original cloth, spine faded with foxing, sunning to perimeter of boards, many pages unopened, foxing to endpapers, internally very clean indeed, VG-. The most important work on Japan's mountains. The Rev. Weston is considered the 'father' of mountaineering in Japan. 10375, £495


Whillans, Haston, Estcourt, Bonington, Official Annapurna South Face Expedition 1970 Souvenir Postcard Stamped Base Camp 1970, , 1970. Very good condition signed by Martin Boysen. Dougal Haston, Don Whillans, Chris Bonington, Nick Estcourt, Mick Burke, Tom Frost, Mike Thompson, Kelvin Kent and the ink stamp signature of Ian Clough, who sadly died in an avalanche on the expedition., I understand a batch of 1000 of these postcards were produced and all were signed by the ten members of the expedition (some were also signed by the expedition's doctor, Dave Lambert). Sadly, many of these postcards never reached their destination. Left at a post office in Kathmandu before the expedition set off for Annapurna, many were stolen, the stamps steamined off and the cards thrown away. 63960, £160


Workman F.B. & W.H., Two Summers In The Ice-Wilds Of Eastern Karakoram. The Exploration of Nineteen Hundred Square Miles of Mountain and Glacier, T. Fisher Unwin, 1917 First Edition, 8vo, 296pp, 141 photographs, 3 folding maps, original brown cloth, professionally recased with new spine and original spine cloth relaid, bump to bottom corner, internally very clean indeed, VG+. Most copies of this book suffer from loose pages as the pages are just glued without stitching. This copy has been professionally recased and is now a strong and secure copy which you do not need to worry about handling. An attractive copy., The Workman's fifth and last Karakoram Expedition 1911-1912, and is by far the scarcest of the Workman titles. 66531, £1,400

Yakushi Yoshimi, Catalogue Of Himalayan Literature, Hakusuisha Publishing, 1984 Second Edition, 759pp, Fine in VG slipcase. A lovely copy., A truly superb reference for collectors and dealers. 4607 entries relating to the Himalayas, together with Tibet and Central Asia, the range east to Yunnan and Upper Burma and to the west to the Karakoram, the Hindu Kush, the Tien Shan and the Pamirs. 68146, £210

Yoshizawa Ichiro [Chief Editor], Mountaineering Maps of the World - Himalaya & Karakoram and Hindu Kush (Two Volumes), Gakushûkenkyû-sha, Tokyo, 1977 / 1978 First Edition, Volume 1 - 329pp, folio size, 371mm x 257mm, 116 colour & 79 black and white photographs, drawings, 28 large maps, original blue cloth, attractive gilt titling and embossing, hardback, Fine in VG+ original cardboard slipcase with wrap around colour photograph to spine area. Volume 2 - 350pp, folio size, 371mm x 257mm, 123 colour & 74 black and white photographs, drawings, 31 large maps, original brown cloth with attractive gilt titling and embossing, hardback, Fine in VG+ original cardboard slipcase with wrap around colour photograph to spine area., A magnificent set with wonderful maps, now very scarce indeed. Main text is in Japanese with photos captioned in English, and the map names and features on each map are in English. A great reference work. 62821, £850

Zurbriggen Mattias, From The Alps To The Andes. Being the Autobiography of a Mountain Guide, T. Fisher Unwin, 1899 First Edition, xvi, 269pp, 55 illus, original decorative red cloth, t.e.g., new spine with original laid on, new endpapers, some fading to spine cloth, front and rear boards clean and bright, one leaf has a large tear with sellotape repair, a strong copy, VG. An attractive copy of an extremely scarce title. A major part of the book is related to the Karakoram expedition in 1892 with Martin Conway and the expedition to New Zealand in 1894/5 with FitzGerald. 61744, £850
We are proud of our current shelf of copies of the most impressive title on the Karakoram ever produced. We have several sets of the Two Volume title from 1912.

We have an original set of the Second Volume of Maps and Panoramas and also some high quality reproductions. Maybe you already have the main volume but are lacking the Second Volume – if so, we can help, please ask for full details.

Filippi Filippo de, *Karakoram and Western Himalaya 1909. An Account of the Expedition of H.R.H. Prince Luigi Amedeo of Savoy. (Two Volumes)*, E P. Dutton and Company, 1912 First Edition US, Volume One - 469pp, 32 plates, 194 illus, 2 col plates, original green cloth with bright gilt, t.e.g., rubbing to extremities, a few faint blemishes to cloth, slight water mark to perimeter of some of the plates and tissue guards, occasional water mark to margins, after page 350 there is a slight ripple to the pages, otherwise very clean indeed internally with hardly any foxing, Good+. Volume Two - New folding map box in green cloth with gilt titling, 18 folding panoramas, 3 folding maps, List of Illustrations and Index booklet. The maps/panoramas are quality reproductions on 140gsm paper, a similar weight to the originals, and folded as per the originals. A more affordable reproduced copy of this exceedingly scarce Second Volume., The full account of the Duke of Abruzzi's expedition to K2 in the Karakoram in 1909. A fantastic work and still the most detailed publication on this remote region, illustrated with stunning photographs by Vittorio Sella. 61747, £950

Filippi Filippo de, *Karakoram and Western Himalaya 1909. An Account of the Expedition of H.R.H. Prince Luigi Amedeo of Savoy. (Two Volumes)*, Constable and Company Ltd., 1912 First Edition, Volume One - 469pp, 32 plates, 194 illus, 2 col plates, new green cloth binding, library blind stamps to most plates but very few other markings at all, internally very clean indeed, a strong sturdy copy, VG-. Volume Two - New folding map box in green cloth with gilt titling, 18 folding panoramas, 3 folding maps, List of Illustrations and Index booklet. The maps/panoramas are quality reproductions printed on 140gsm paper, a similar weight to the originals, and folded as per the originals. A more affordable reproduced copy of this exceedingly scarce Second Volume. A lovely set.68726, £1,550

Filippi Filippo de, *Karakoram and Western Himalaya 1909. An Account of the Expedition of H.R.H. Prince Luigi Amedeo of Savoy. (Two Volumes)*, E P. Dutton and Company, 1912 First Edition US, Volume One - 469pp, 32 plates, 194 illus, 2 col plates, original green cloth with gilt, t.e.g., very clean indeed internally with hardly any foxing, large tear to one page repaired, VG+. Volume Two - New folding map box in green cloth with gilt titling, 18 folding panoramas, 3 folding maps, List of Illustrations and Index booklet. The maps/panoramas are quality reproductions on 140gsm paper, a similar weight to the originals, and folded as per the originals. A more affordable reproduced copy of this exceedingly scarce Second Volume. A lovely set.68726, £1,550

Filippi Filippo de, *Karakoram and Western Himalaya 1909. An Account of the Expedition of H.R.H. Prince Luigi Amedeo of Savoy. (Two Volumes)*, Constable and Company Ltd., 1912 First Edition, Volume One - 469pp, 32 plates, 194 illus, 2 col plates, original green cloth, professionally recased, spine lettering dull, one library ink stamp to reverse of title page, a few faint blindstamps, a strong secure copy, VG. Volume Two - refurbished map box in original green cloth, gilt titling faded, 18 folding panoramas, 3 folding maps, List of Illustrations and Index booklet, blindstamp to each item, minor soiling to some panoramas, VG-. A very scarce set of the Two Volumes, a very presentable and strong copy. 68420, £2,100
**A Selection of other Mountaineering Books**


Abraham Ashley P., *Rock-Climbing In Skye*, Longmans, Green, And Co., 1908 First Edition, 330pp, 31 plates, folding map reproduced, original blue cloth with gilt, wear to extremities, some bubbling cloth, corner tips bumped, blank bookplate to front pastedown, bookplate removed from front endpaper, tissue guards foxed and some creased, Good., A definitive Scottish climbing title. Third part of the classic Jones-Abraham trilogy. 68390, £130

Abraham George D., *British Mountain Climbs*, Mills & Boon, 1909 First Edition, xvi, 448pp, original red cloth folding box, professionally recased with new endpapers, internally very clean indeed, red ribbon tie missing, VG. A very strong copy., A guidebook but very readable as a climbing history by Abraham, a mountain photographer, who pioneered many rock climbs in the Lake District. 37572, £80

Abraham George D., *Mountain Adventures At Home And Abroad*, Methuen & Co, 1910 Second Edition, 308pp, 26 plates, original red cloth, lovely bright gilt to spine, foreedge foxing and some occasional elsewhere, VG in very scarce VG dw with one small tear., Describes autumn days in Skye, the Matterhorn, Welsh climbs and many more. With twenty six illustrations. 63415, £95

Abraham George D., *On Alpine Heights and British Crags*, Methuen & Co, 1919 First Edition, 307pp, 24 illus, original green cloth, light wear to extremities, light foxing, owner's signature, VG., Climbing reminiscences from the Dolomites, Chamonix, the Lake District and elsewhere. 67519, £27


Allan Sandy, *In Some Lost Place. The First Ascent Of Nanga Parbat's Mazeno Ridge.*, Vertebrate Publishing, 2015 First Edition, 185pp, hardback, map endpapers, New in dustwrapper, signed by Sandy Allan., In the summer of 2012, a team of six climbers set out to attempt the first ascent of one of the great unclimbed lines of the Himalaya - the giant Mazeno Ridge on Nanga Parbat, the world's ninth highest mountain. Ten expeditions had tried and failed to climb this enormous ridge. Sandy Allan and Rick Allen received the Piolet d'Or award in 2013 for this fantastic achievement. 68380, £26


Anon, Snowdon Mountain Railway - A collection of 65 postcards, A wonderful collection of 65 different postcards all depicting the Snowdon Mountain Railway. Most are unused. The age of the cards is unclear to me, one is dated 1903, most are later 1950s onwards but there are other early ones. 59474, £85

Archer Mildred & Falk Toby, The Passionate Quest. The Fraser Brothers In India., Alfalak/Scorpion Publishing, 1989 First Edition, 144pp, hardback, New, In 1979 a discovery was made in Scotland which proved to be of the greatest significance for British-Indian history - The papers of the Fraser family. The book describes the adventurous lives of the brothers in India. 57408, £11


Baillie-Grohman W.A., Tyrol The Land In The Mountains, Simkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent & Co, 1907 First Edition, 288pp, 82 plates plus maps, new spine with original front and rear red boards, professionally recased so a strong tight copy, VG+, The people and castles of the Tyrol past and present. 4143, £55


Baker Ernest A., Moors, Crags & Caves Of The High Peak And The Neighbourhood, John Heywood, 1903 First Edition, 207pp, 43 illus, 2 maps, original pictorial cloth, small owner's address label, light wear to extremities, heavier wear to head of spine, occasional light foxing, VG-, Pioneer climbing in the Derbyshire Peak District. Baker's most important and sought after book, a very scarce item. 63335, £55

Ball John, North Tyrol, Bavarian And Salzburg Alps. Ball's Alpine Guides, Longmans, Green & Co, 1873 First Edition, 138pp, folding map, panoramas, original green cloth with gilt, VG. 36212, £120


Ball John, The Western Alps, Longmans, Green & Co, 1898 New Edition, 612pp, original cloth, abundant maps, cracking to front hinge, owner's signature, VG, A most detailed early guide. 64151, £36

Ball John, Travellers In The Alps / Hints For Alpine Travellers, Longmans, Green & co, 1899 Revised New Edition, 164pp, new edition to the 1863, owners signature, lacking front cover, binding loose, some foxing to endpapers otherwise clean copy, Good affordable Reading Copy of an expensive book, Revision of the general intro to the 'Alpine Guide'. A new edition prepared on behalf of the Alpine Club by W A B Coolidge, 5819, £24


Band George, Everest. 50 Years On Top Of The World, Harper Collins Publishers Ltd, 2003 First Edition, First Printing, 256pp, Fine in near Fine dw, signed by George Band, Published in association with the Mount Everest Foundation, Royal Geographical Society and The Alpine Club., George Band was the youngest member of John Hunt's 1953 Everest team. 65558, £80
Band George, Road To Rakaposhi, Hodder & Stoughton, 1955 First Edition, 192pp, some faint marks to the rear board, VG in Good price clipped dw with some minor repairs, signed dedication on the title page by George Band. Loosely inserted is a magazine article from the 1968 reunion of the Everest 1953 team., Attempt on Rakaposhi by British climber who was on the 1953 Everest expedition. 56874, £45

Band George, Summit 150 Years Of The Alpine Club, Collins, 2006 First Edition, 256pp, Fine in Fine dw, signed dedication on the half title by George Band., This book takes us through the evolution of an Alpine tradition, how climbing developed between the wars, right through to post-war successes. 65578, £46

Banks Mike, Commando Climber, J. M. Dent & Sons Ltd, 1955 First Edition, 240pp, VG+ in VG- dw with chip to base of spine, and minor chips at corners, inscription to T. Patey from the Author Mike Banks., Illustrated with 16 pages of photographs and with a frontispiece and drawings in the text by Lilias Stirling. 47146, £110

Barker Ralph, The Last Blue Mountain, Chatto & Windus, 1959 First Edition, 212pp, private bookplate, VG in Fair chipped and price clipped dw, signed by Tony Streather., The tragic 1957 Haramosh expedition. 56877, £90


Bechtold Fritz, Nanga Parbat Adventure. A Himalayan Expedition., John Murray, 1935 reprint, 93pp, owner's signature, slight darkening to spine, VG in colour photocopy of original dw from a later reprint., Account of the disastrous second German expedition on which four climbers and six porters died. 37000, £10


Bell Steve, Virgin on Insanity, Vertebrate Publishing, 2016 First Edition, 246pp, hardback, New in dustwrapper, signed by Steve Bell., A coming of age story of high adventure, youthful insecurity and immature love. The situations might be extreme, but the deeper issues will be familiar to many. He seeks manhood in the mountains, yet he believes he will only truly gain it by losing something. Harrowing escapades in Scotland, the Alps and Alaska are interspersed with excruciating sexual encounters and unsettling hitch hiking rides. 65005, £22

Bellows William, Der Berg Meiner Sehnsucht. Zermatt und das Matterhorn eine traversierung., Wehrli-Verlag, 1928 German First Edition, 40pp, original paper wraps with image of the Matterhorn on the front cover, some light foxing, VG, there is a dedication from the author on the front endpaper. A very scarce title, especially so as a signed copy., German edition of Zermatt and The Matterhorn. An account of a traverse of the Matterhorn. This title was first printed in 1925 'for the entertainment of friends'. 65568, £120


Bennet Dr. Arthur J., Edinburgh University Mountaineering Song Book, Edinburgh University Mountaineering Club, 1953 First Edition, 64pp, card covers, card from spine lost, still securely bound, some marks to covers, Good., Published for private circulation to members of Edinburgh Mountaineering and Edinburgh University Mountaineering Club only, 62 climbing and other folk songs, such as 'Ha! Ha! The Climbing Knot' and 'S.M.C. Song'. A scarce and interesting item. 59194, £36


Berrisford A. B., *55-60 Years Of Mountaineering In South Africa*, , , , 114pp, bump to rear board, inscription, VG in Good+ dw with one small chip, signed by the A. B. Berrisford to title page. A rare title., Over 300 peaks ascended. 45923, £38


Birtles Geoff [Editor], *Craggs Magazine Nos.1-25 and 28*, Dark Peak Ltd, 1976 - 1981 First Edition, 26 magazines, VG. Some issues came with a free poster, these aren't present. No.1 does have the Ron Fawcett poster., Crags magazine ran from 1976 through to 1981, after which it evolved into High magazine. 68724, £85

Blackburn Henry, *The Pyrenees A Description Of Summer Life At French Watering Places*, Sampson Low, 1881 2nd, VG. 1659, £95


Blake J.M., *Joy Of Tyrol. A Human Revelation*, Stanley Paul, , original decorative cloth, bright and clean, t.e.g., some wear to extremities, VG-. 1831, £23


Bonatti Walter, *On The Heights*, Rupert Hart-Davis, 1964 First Edition, 248pp, there is some faint water staining to the spine area but only just visible, near VG in Good+ price clipped dw with water staining to spine area., Bonatti's account of climbs to K2 and solo ascent of the Dru's South West Pillar. 56718, £54


Bonington Chris, *Annapurna South Face*, Cassell, 1971 First Edition, First Printing, 334pp, VG in VG dw with sunning to spine, large dedication to Ruth signed by Chris Bonington on front endpaper., First ascent. The expedition's success was marred by the death of Ian Clough in an ice avalanche almost at the end of the descent. 44469, £16

Bonington Chris, *Everest South West Face*, Hodder & Stoughton, 1973 First Edition, 352pp, Fine in VG+ dw, signed by Hamish MacInnes., In the autumn of 1972, cutting manpower and equipment to a minimum, Chris Bonington led an all-British team, including Hamish MacInnes and Dougal Haston, in an attempt to climb the South West Face. 64732, £14

Bonington Chris, *Everest South West Face*, Hodder & Stoughton, 1973 First Edition, 352pp, Fine in VG dw, signed by Chris Bonington, Dave Bathgate, Graham Tiso and Hamish MacInnes., In the autumn of 1972, cutting manpower and equipment to a minimum, Chris Bonington led an all-British team, including Hamish MacInnes and Dougal Haston, in an attempt to climb the South West Face. 66294, £75


Bonington Chris, *Mountaineer*, Baton Wicks, 1996 rep, 192pp, softback, VG+, *signed* by Doug Scott., Thirty years of climbing on the world's great peaks. 5611, £10


Borgeaud, Marie-Noël, Gabriel Loppé, *Peintre, photographe & Alpiniste*, Glénat , Grenoble, 2002 First Edition, 136pp, near Fine in near Fine dw., Gabriel Loppé, 1825 – 1913, was a French painter, photographer and mountaineer. He became the first foreigner to be made a member of the Alpine Club in London. His paintings became celebrated for their atmosphere and spontaneity and he soon found himself taking part in many exhibitions in London and in Paris. By 1896 Loppé had spent over fifty seasons climbing and painting in Chamonix. This is a selection of his stunning paintings and photographs. 68899, £140

Borthwick Alastair, *Always A Little Further*, John Smith, 1969 rep. 221pp, VG in Good price clipped dw with foxing to spine., A classic tale of camping, hiking and climbing in Scotland in the thirties, written by a well-known Scottish journalist, broadcaster and climber. 54482, £24

Borthwick Alastair, *Always A Little Further*, Eneas Mackay, 1947 rep, 221pp, VG in Good dw with piece missing at bottom of spine, A classic tale of camping, hiking and climbing in Scotland in the thirties, written by a well-known Scottish journalist, broadcaster and climber. 54229, £40


Breadalbane, The Marchioness Of, *The High Tops Of Black Mount*, William Blackwood And Sons, 1907 2nd Imp, 242pp, original green pictorial boards, white titling on spine a little faded, owner's name and address to half title, occasional foxing, VG., With illustrations from photographs by Mrs. Olive Mackenzie of Ord. a scarce title. 66053, £65

Bremer-Cherie, **Living On The Edge**, David & Charles, 1987 First Edition, 213pp, VG+ in VG+ dw, **signed** by Cherie Bremer-Kamp., The gripping and harrowing account of a winter ascent on Kanchenjunga, Chris Chandler died on the expedition. 56847, £55

Bridge George, **The Mountains Of England And Wales**, Gaston's Alpine Books and West Col Productions, 1973 First Edition, 199pp, VG in VG price clipped dw with stain on the inside at the rear but hardly noticeable on the outside., Tables of Mountains of Two Thousand Feet and more in altitude. A very scarce guide. 41893, £38

Briggs John, **Mountains Of Malaysia. A Practical Guide And Manual.**, Longman, 1988 First Edition, 228pp, paperback, owner's signature, VG, This guide is based on the Author's field notes, collected from his numerous mountain expeditions into Peninsular Malaysia, Sabah and Sarawak over the past fifteen years. 58779, £32


Broadbent Ellinor Lucy, **Alpine Valleys Of Italy. From San Remo To Lake Orta**, Methuen & Co, 1928 First Edition, 530pp, VG. With twenty-five illustrations from photographs by Margaret E. Broadbent, plus map, An account of travels through the Alpine valleys of Northern Italy, describing the landscape, architecture and its culture. 39902, £18


Brown Hamish, **Scotland Coast To Coast**, Patrick Stephens Ltd, 1990 First Edition, 224pp, softback, VG+, **signed** by Hamish Brown., A long distance walk from Glen Shiel to Arbroath. 46400, £16

Brown Hamish, **The Last Hundred. Munros, Beards and a Dog.**, Mainstream Publishing, 1994 First Edition, 191pp, front endpaper has been clipped, VG+ in VG+ dw, **signed** by Hamish Brown., Hamish Brown has an unrivalled knowledge of the Scottish hills. This is a collection of lively reminiscences. 39524, £14


Brown Joe, **The Hard Years**, Victor Gollancz, 1974 5th Imp, 256pp, front endpaper removed otherwise VG in VG dw., Classic and most sought after autobiography. 59695, £10

Brown Joe, **The Hard Years**, Victor Gollancz, 1979 6th Imp, 256pp, VG in VG+ with sunning to spine dw, **signed** by Joe Brown on the half title., Classic and most sought after autobiography. 46380, £75

Brown Joe, **The Hard Years**, Victor Gollancz, 1967 First Edition, 256pp, private bookplate, inscription, wear to edge of boards, VG in Good only dw, **signed** on the half title by Joe Brown. 39720, £85

Brown Joe, **The Hard Years**, Victor Gollancz, 1972 4th Imp, 256pp, VG in Good+ dw, **signed** on the half title by Joe Brown and Chris Bonington. 8904, £100

Buhl Hermann, **Nanga Parbat Pilgrimage**, Hodder & Stoughton, 1956 First Edition, 360pp, owner's signature, neat private blindstamp, small selloptape marks to three pages, sunning to spine, VG in colour photocopy of original dw., Buhl's solo ascent of Nanga Parbat ranks as one of the most outstanding feats in climbing history. 47564, £36

Buhl Hermann, **Nanga Parbat Pilgrimage**, Hodder & Stoughton, 1956 First Edition, 360pp, light wear to extremities, VG in Fair, well rubbed dw with loss to top of spine dw. This is from the library of Tom Patey and contains some margin annotations made by Tom Patey, the front endpaper bears the name of Elizabeth Davidson, Patey's wife Betty. 47166, £85


Burdsall Richard L. & Emmons Arthur B., *Men Against The Clouds. The Conquest Of Minya Konka.*, John Lane The Bodley Head, 1935 First Edition, 272pp, original cloth, sunning to spine and edge of boards, foxing to foreedges, VG-. The search for a mountain higher than Everest led Burdsall, Emmons, Moore and Young to set off across China by land in 1932. Their destination, the largely unexplored mountain ranges near the Tibetan border, in particular the unsurveyed Minya Kinka, shown then on some maps as Mt Koonka, 30,000ft. The expedition made the first ascent of the mountain, which is 24,900ft high, and for 25 years thereafter was the highest mountain climbed by Americans. 67514, £38

Burlingham Frederick, *How To Become An Alpinist*, T.Werner Laurie, Ltd, c1914, 218pp, foreedge foxing, original grey / green cloth, occasional light foxing, VG. 3837, £32


Butterfield Irvine, *The High Mountains Of Britain And Ireland*, Baton Wicks, 2004 reprint, 320pp, Fine in Fine dw, signed by Irvine Butterfield. Scarce later edition., The interesting ways of ascending all the 3,000ft mountains in Britain and Ireland. Still regarded as one of the best guide books. This reprint by Baton Wicks contains recent Munro revisions and modern map information. 66806, £85

Byne Eric, *Brassington Rocks. A Climbing Guide*, The Midland Association Of Mountaineers, 1950 First Edition, 32pp, ink stamp of YHA retail outlet, some minor annotation to margins, VG. This was Tom Patey's copy although there is no ownership mark to suggest this. With photographs by J. A. Best & F. H. Restall., 47135, £55


Clarke Charles, **Everest**, Sackett & Marshall, 1978 First Edition, 60pp, pictorial boards, VG, **signed** by Chris Bonington who wrote the foreword and led the expedition. Chiefly pictorial account of the ascent of the South-West Face, by the medical officer of the British Everest Expedition in 1975. 44497, £24

Cliff Peter, **Ski Mountaineering**, Unwin Hyman, 1987 First Edition, 160pp, softback, Fine copy, **signed** dedication by Peter Cliff on half title., Comprehensive guide to ski mountaineering. 53294, £11

Coleman A. P., **Glaciers of the Rockies and Selkirks**, Honourable W. J. Roche, Department of the Interior, 1911 First Edition, 29pp, 15 illus, original paper wraps, a few spots on the rear but a lovely copy, VG+. A scarce and appealing item., With notes on five great glaciers of the Canadian National Parks by A. O. Wheeler. 55522, £90


Conway Sir Martin, **Climbing in Spitsbergen. A collection of historical mountaineering accounts of expeditions to the Arctic.**, Read Books, 2011, 48pp, paperback, New., Various extracts. 59873, £12

Conway Sir W.M., **The Alps From End To End**, Archibald Constable And Co, 1900, VG+, A famous high level traverse of the Alps in 1894, from Monte Viso to the Gross Glockner. 1599, £40

Conway Sir William Martin, **The Alps From End To End**, Archibald Constable & Co, 1895 3rd Edition, 403pp, 100 illustrations by A.D.McCormick, reprinted 3 times in year of first publication 1895, professionally recased, strong attractive copy, VG., A famous high level traverse of the Alps in 1894, from Monte Viso to the Gross Glockner. 3645, £60


Coolidge W. A. B., **Alpine Studies**, Longmans, Green & Co, 1912 First Edition, 306pp, spine faded, light wear to extremities o/w VG, Accounts of some of his climbs and miscellaneous pieces. Coolidge's works were always invaluable for detail and accuracy. 2713, £25

Cornford Frances, **Collected Poems**, The Cresset Press, 1954 First Edition, 117pp, slight sunning to edge of boards, VG, **signed** by Frances Cornford, and also with a **signed** dedication by the famous climber, Wilfrid Noyce. 59681, £65


Cruickshank Jimmy, **High Endeavours. The Life and Legend of Robin Smith**, Canongate, 2005 First Edition, 374pp, near Fine in near Fine dw, **signed** dedication by Jimmy Cruickshank on the front endpaper to Peter Hodgkiss thanking him for his help writing the book. A rather unique **signed** copy., Biography of Robin Smith, a young outstanding Scottish climber, who fell to his death with Wilfrid Noyce in 1962 in the Pamirs. A long overdue tribute to one of Scotland's most daring and legendary climbers. 52198, £55

Cumming C. F. Gordon, **In The Himalayas and On The Indian Plains**, Chatto & Windus, 1901 New Edition, xii, 608pp, 42 illus, original pictorial boards, foreedge foxing, VG., Accounts of the author's travels in Ladakh and Kashmir. 56848, £95

Curran Jim, **here, there and everywhere... The autobiography of Jim Curran**, Edgebrook Publishing, 2012 First Edition, 388pp, hardback, minor bump to top corner, VG+ in VG dw. A substantial well written volume., The master storyteller. Jim Curran, has finally produced the biggest story he can tell. Curran describes his life travelling to the world's great ranges to climb, film and write about them. Frankly written and with humour never far away. He has had 15 trips to the Himalaya, written seven books and his films have won many awards. 68343, £25
Curran Jim, **High Achiever**, Constable, 1999 First Edition, 264pp, VG+ in VG dw, **signed** by Chris Bonington., The Life and Climbs of Chris Bonington. *39607, £22*

Curran Jim, **K2 The Story Of The Savage Mountain**, Hodder & Stoughton, 1995 First Edition, 271pp, VG+ in VG+ dw, **signed** dedication on half title by Jim Curran, also **signed** by Tony Streather and Nakashita., History of climbing on K2. *62592, £95*

Curran Jim, **Trango The Nameless Tower**, Dark Peak, 1978 First Edition, 271pp, VG+ in VG+ dw, **signed** dedication on half title by Jim Curran, also **signed** by Tony Streather and Nakashita., History of climbing on K2. *40372, £19*

Davies J. Sanger, **Dolomite Strongholds**, George Bell & Sons, 1896 Second Edition, 176pp, owner's signature, one corner worn, wear to extremities o/w VG., An account of ascents of the Croda di Lago, the Little & Great Zinnen, the Cinque Torri, the Funffingerspitze and the Langkofel. *7151, £42*

Davis Wade, **Into The Silence. The Great War, Mallory, And The Conquest Of Everest.**, The Bodley Head, 2011 First Edition, Third Impression, 655pp, map endpapers, VG+ in VG+ dw., A monumental work of history and adventure, ten years in the writing, Wade Davis asks not whether George Mallory made the summit of Everest, but rather why he kept on climbing on that fateful day. Mallory's generation of climbers accepted a degree of risk unimaginable before the war. *68880, £12*

Davy Gypsy & Ba Lady, **The Himalayan Letters Of Gypsy Davy And Lady Ba.**, Book Faith India, 1994 First Edition, 280pp, + map, VG+ in VG+ dw, Written on pilgrimage to the high quiet places among the simple people of an old folk tale. *57746, £14*

De Lepiney J. & T., **Climbs On Mont Blanc**, Edward Arnold, 1930 First Edition, 179pp, foxing to foreedges, VG, French brothers who made many fine climbs in the 1920s. *30939, £22*

De Saussure M., **Sketch Of A Tour Through Swisserland**, Editions Slatkine, Geneva, 1989 rep, 131pp, reprint of 1788 work, includes 'A Short Account Of An Expedition To The Summit Of Mont Blanc', Mint No.159 of only 300 copies. A lovely copy. *63662, £55*

De Segogne Henry et Couzy Jean, **Les Alpinistes Celebres**, Lucien Mazenod, 1957, 416pp, original decorative boards, text in French, Fine. A magnificent volume, a brief biography on most of the notable Alpinists , superbly illustrated. *32638, £90*

Deacock Antonia, **No Purdah In Padam**, Deacock Warwick, 2016 reprint, 207pp, paperback, New, **signed** on the title page by Warwick Deacock. A fascimile copy of a **signed** 1960 First Edition with eight additional preface pages., In 1958 three English housewives set off on a remarkable adventure. Anne Davies, 35, Eve Sims, 25, and Antonia Deacock, 26, who had no previous experience of overland expeditions, embarked on a journey everyone said could not be done by women: a 16,000-mile drive to India and back, and a 300-mile trek on foot from Manali to Ladakh in Zanskar, the remote Tibetan Buddhist kingdom. They were the first European women to venture into Zanskar, where foreigners were forbidden to travel for political reasons. Probably the first European women to cross Afghanistan unescorted, and made the first ascent of Biwi Giri, 18,700ft. *63839, £28*

Dean Steve, **Hands Of A Climber. A Life Of Colin Kirkus**, The Ernest Press, 1993 First Edition Limited, 278pp, Fine in Fine dw. No.114 of a special Limited Edition of 125 case bound copies, **signed** by Steve Dean and Guy Kirkus., Colin Kirkus, the most influential figure in pre-war Welsh rock-climbing. *55218, £45*


Desmai son Rene, **342 Heures Dans Les Grandes Jorasses**, Flammarion, 1974, 201pp, text in French, original wraps, slight crease to top corner, VG, **signed** dedication by Rene Desmaison on half title. *10223, £28*

Desmaison Rene, **La Montagne A Mains Nues**, Flammarion, 1971 First Edition, 303pp, VG, **signed** dedication by Desmaison on half title. *10907, £27*

Desmaison Rene, **Total Alpinism**, Granada, 1982 First Edition, 202pp, front endpaper has piece cut out at top, otherwise VG in VG- price clipped dw with some staining to the reverse side., Thrilling accounts of Alpine winter ascents, frightening enough to put you off winter climbing. *67313, £28*


Diemberger Kurt, Summits And Secrets, George Allen & Unwin Ltd, 1971 First Edition, 344pp, slant to spine, wear to extremities, Good in Good chipped dw., Excellent early autobiography. Diemberger is a legendary mountain climber, and is the only living person who has made the first ascents on two mountains over 8,000 meters: Broad Peak in 1957 and of Dhaulagiri in 1960. 9911, £35


Dreyfus Paul, Sylvain Saudan Skieur De L'impossible, Arthaud, 1975 rep, 287pp, text in French, original wraps, some wear along spine edge, VG, signed dedication by Sylvain Saudan on half title. 10533, £30


Duyfens Freda, The Conquest of Mount Cook and other climbs. An Account of Four Seasons' Mountaineering on the Southern Alps of New Zealand., George Allen & Unwin, 1936 Second Impression, 250pp, 49 plates, original fawn cloth, some light foxing to spine, light foreedge foxing, a clean tight copy, VG in colour photocopy of original dw., Miss Du Faur was an Australian who made many notable climbs during the years 1909-1913, in particular the first traverse of the summit ridge of Mount Cook. 59693, £130


Duyfens Freda, The Conquest of Mount Cook and other climbs. An Account of Four Seasons' Mountaineering on the Southern Alps of New Zealand., George Allen & Unwin, 1936 Second Impression, 250pp, 49 plates, original fawn cloth, some light foxing to spine, light foreedge foxing, a clean tight copy, VG in colour photocopy of original dw., Miss Du Faur was an Australian who made many notable climbs during the years 1909-1913, in particular the first traverse of the summit ridge of Mount Cook. 59693, £130

Edinburgh University Mountaineering Club, Edinburgh University Mountaineering Song Book, Edinburgh University Mountaineering Club, 1955 Revised Edition, 99pp, card covers, some marks to rear cover, chipped to head and tail of spine, Good., Published for private circulation to members of Edinburgh Mountaineering and Edinburgh University Mountaineering Club only. 95 climbing and other folk songs, such as Karibiner King, Wild Eyed Climbing Boy and Mountain Rescue Song. A scarce and interesting item. 63185, £55

Edmund Roger, Colorado Fourteeners, Westcliffe, 1986 First Edition, 79pp, card covers, Fine copy, A photographic account of the 54 highest peaks, accompanied by dialogue on each of the climbs - informative impressions of routes, views, wildflowers and ridges. 30865, £12

Edwards Amelia, Untrodden Peaks and Unfrequented Valleys. A midsummer ramble in the Dolomites., George Routledge & Sons, 1890 Second Edition, 389pp, highly decorative colourful boards, a.e.g., professionally recased, new spine with original relaid, foxing to half title, internally very clean, VG+. A most attractive copy., Amelia Edwards was a prolific novelist, poet & children's historian. 91390, £85

Edwards Amelia B., A Midsummer Ramble In The Dolomites, George Routledge & Sons, 1889 Second Edition, 389pp, folding map, original decorative cloth, foxing to endpapers and frontis tissue, slight wear to extremities, a bright attractive copy, VG+, Amelia Edwards was a prolific novelist, poet & children's historian. 8627, £50


Eiselin Max, Swiss Dhaulagiri Expedition 1960 Official Postcard, , 1960, black and white postcard of Dhaulagiri, VG, signed by 8 Expedition members including summiteers Kurt Diemberger, Ernst Forrer, Peter Diener and Albin Schelbert, two unidentified signatures, one ink fingerprint of one of the sherpas and expedition leader Max Eiselin. 62866, £42


Faber Monika [editor], Infinite Ice. The Arctic and the Alps from 1860 to the Present, Hatje Cantz, 2008 First Edition, 112pp, 139 illusts, hardback, New in dustwrapper., A study of the portrayal of glaciers over the decades from early sketches and paintings through to the latest photographic works. £61800, £13


Fanshawe Andy & Venables Stephen, Himalaya Alpine-Style. The Most Challenging Routes On The Highest Peaks., Baton Wicks, 1999 reprint, 192pp, near Fine in Fine dw, signed by Fanshawe's regular climbing partner, Stephen Venables., A celebration of the pleasures and possibilities of the alpine-style approach to climbing the 6000, 7000 and 8000 metre peaks of the Himalaya and Karakoram. £46434, £38


Fisher Hervey, From A Tramp's Wallet. A Life of Douglas William Freshfield, The Erskine Press, 2001 First Edition, 307pp, hardback, New in dustwrapper., Freshfield's parents were wealthy and this allowed him the opportunity to devote his life to mountain exploration and the promotion of geographical study. He went on three expeditions to the Caucasus and once to the unmapped region north of Kanchenjunga. He was a scholar, author, biographer, art collector as well as an explorer and his work resulted in much new geographical and cultural information being made available to the world. £61879, £13


Fowler Mick, No Easy Way. The challenging life of the climbing taxman., Vertebrate Publishing Ltd, 2018 First Edition, 241pp, hardback, New in dustwrapper, signed by Mick Fowler., Mick Fowler is the master of the small and remote Himalayan expedition. He has been at the forefront of this pioneering approach to alpinism for over thirty years. £30


Fowler Mick, **Vertical Pleasure. The Secret Life Of A Tax Man.**, Hodder & Stoughton, 1995 First Edition, 224pp, usual slight browning to pages, owner's signature, VG in VG dw, **signed** on the title page by Mick Fowler., Biography of one of the most well respected climbers in the world today and includes Alpine style first ascents on Tauliriru, Spantik and Cerro Kishtwar. The book is a great read and was shortlisted for the Boardman Tasker Prize in 1995. 37019, £38

Franco Jean & Terray L., **At Grips With Jannu**, Victor Gollancz, 1967 First Edition, 192pp, minor sellotape marks to half title and final page, VG+ in VG+ dw, in a professionally purpose made Fine slipcase., The French ascent of Jannu in 1962 was the most difficult Himalayan climb accomplished up to that time. 56471, £18

Fraser Esther, **Canadian Rockies. Early Travels And Explorations**, M.G. Hurtig Ltd, 1969 First Edition, 252pp, bottom corners bumped, VG in VG dw with slight creasing, **signed** by the author. 4147, £16


Freeston C. L., **Cycling in the Alps with Some Notes on the Chief Passes. A Practical Guide**, Grant Richards, 1900 First Edition, xviii, 249pp, 24 full page drawings by A. R. Quinton, original green boards, light wear to mountain ranges, summits and ornamental boards, some pages unopened, VG+. The book is an early manual on alpine cycling refers to routes undertaken in Switzerland and Italy. Chapters include - Stelvio - Bernina - Fluela - Albula - Julier - Maloja - Schyn - Oberalp - Furka Grimsel - Landwasser Road - Engadine - Other passes - What are the risks? - The labor involved - Purely Mechanical. 68928, £130


Garden F.J, **The Bugaboos. An Alpine History.**, Footprint Publishing, 1987 First Edition, 156pp, 130 illus ts, VG+ in VG+ dw., The Bugaboos are the most dramatic mountains of British Columbia's Purcell Range. The book is truly stunning, filled with many beautiful photographs, stories and illustrations detailing the history of The Bugaboos. 55679, £26

Gildea Damien, **Mountaineering In Antarctica. Climbing In The Frozen South**, Editions Nevicata, 2010 First Edition, 192pp, 200 colour photographs, 12 maps, New hardback in dustwrapper., This superbly illustrated book is the first to introduce the reader - climbers and non-climbers alike - to the numerous mountain ranges, summits and remote inland regions of the Antarctic. The publication focuses on the mountains of Antarctica and will appeal to a wider public than strictly climbers by including numerous descriptions of the mountain ranges' geography and glaciology; exploration and travel history; profiles of adventurers; climbers and sailors; many anecdotes; practical information, etc. It also contains unique practical information intended for all who plan an expedition in these regions (technical data; routes; approaches; equipment; transport, etc.). 66552, £26


Goedeke Richard, **The Alpine 4000m Peaks by the Classic Routes**, Diadem Books, 1993 rep, 240pp, softback ,owner's name and address, VG+, A guide for mountaineers. Sixty-one mountains are described. 58143, £10

Gray Dennis, **Poems 'From The Edge'**, , 2003 First Edition, card covers, Fine copy, **signed** by Dennis Gray to Peter Hodgkiss. Very scarce. A book of poems, 51967, £32
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Gray Dennis, **Rope Boy**, Victor Gollancz, 1979 reprint, 320pp, slight sunning to spine, VG in VG dw with sunning to spine, signed dedication by Dennis Gray to front endpaper., Autobiography of Dennis Gary who tells of his climbing expeditions around the world and being the first man to climb Mukar Beh. 68712, £28

Gray Dennis, **Tight Rope. The Fun Of Climbing.**, The Ernest Press, 1993 First Limited Edition, 183pp, hardback, New. No.90 of a special Limited Edition of 125 case bound copies, signed by Dennis Gray., Dennis Gray has pursued the climbing life with astonishing single-mindedness, and he has shown equal enthusiasm for boisterous humour. From his early teens until his forties he shared ropes with the foremost climbers of the day - Arthur Dolphin, Tom Patey, Don Whillans, Joe Brown - and all have contributed to his fund of often hilarious and sometimes scary epics. ‘Tight Rope’ overflows with tales of hard climbers finding fun both in and out of the mountains. 55234, £44


Hankinson Alan, **Camera On The Crags. A portfolio of early rock climbing photographs by the Abraham Brothers.**, Silent Books, 1990 Enlarged Edition, 143 photographs, VG+ in VG dw, Classic Abraham images of early climbing in the Lake District, Snowdonia, Scotland, the Alps and the Dolomites. 64977, £36


Hannigan Tim, **Murder In The Hindu Kush. George Hayward and the Great Game.**, History Press, 2011 First Edition, 254pp, hardback, New in dw, On a bright July morning in 1870 the British explorer George Hayward was brutally murdered high in the Hindu Kush. Who was he, what had brought him to this wild spot, and why was he killed. 57397, £10

Hardie Norman, **On My Own Two Feet. The Life of a Mountaineer.**, Canterbury University Press, 2006 First Edition, 323pp, paperback, Fine copy, signed by Norman Hardie. Now very scarce., The story of Norman Hardie's eventful life is told with clarity and honesty, in a fast moving, often amusing style. Some myths are debunked in this valuable record of a pioneering era in mountain history. 64601, £95


Harrer Heinrich, **Ich Komme aus der Steinzeit**, Ullstein, 1968 Edition, 250pp, original grey cloth, Fine copy, no dustwrapper, signed dedication on the half title by Heinrich Harrer., Ewiges Eis Im Dschungel Der Sudsee. Text in German, 65553, £50

Harrer Heinrich, **The White Spider**, Rupert Hart-Davis, 1961 Second Impression, 240pp, light foreedge foxing, new endpapers, VG in colour photocopy of original dw., The history of the Eiger's North Face, a classic title and a tremendous read. 47553, £28
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Haston Dougal, The Eiger, Cassell, 1974 First Edition. 170pp, very slight stain to bottom of rear board, VG in VG-dw with stain to rear and sunning to spine, signed by Doug Scott and Chris Bonington. Bonington made the First British Ascent of the North Face., History of routes on the North Face. 8584, £32

Haston Dougal. Burke Michael, Boysen Martin, Crew Peter, Official British Cerro Torre Expedition 1967/68 Expedition Postcard, Souvenir Cover Stamped Base Camp 15 Dec 1967, signed by Martin Boysen, Michael Burke, Peter Crew, Dougal Haston., 1967, VG condition, signed by Dougal Haston, Michael Burke, Martin Boysen, and Peter Crew, with British Cerro Torre Expedition 1967/68 stamp. 68102, £60


Heckmair Anderl, My Life As A Mountaineer, Victor Gollancz, 1975 First Edition, 224pp, small bump to spine, VG in VG price clipped dw, Autobiography of famous Bavarian mountaineer, includes the first ascent of the Eiger North Face. 55860, £18


Hillery Peter, A Sunny Day in the Himalayas, Hodder and Stoughton, 1980 First Edition, 166pp, near Fine in near Fine dw, signed by Peter Hillary., The ill-fated attempt on the south face of Ama Dablam. Messner assisted in the rescue. 56842, £39


Honnold Alex & Roberts David, Alone On The Wall, Macmillan, 2015 Second Impression, 248pp, hardback, New in dustwrapper., Only a few years ago, Alex Honnold was little known beyond a small circle of hardcore climbers. Today, at the age of thirty, he is probably the most famous adventure athlete in the world. Honnold recounts the seven most astonishing climbing achievements so far in his meteoric and still evolving career. An account of the complete traverse of the Fitz Roy massif in Patagonia, completed over five days with Tommy Caldwell in February 2014 is included in the book. £16

Howard Tony, Quest Into The Unknown. My Life as a Climbing Nomad., Vertebrate Publishing, 2019 First Edition, Special Edition, 425pp, hardback, New in dustwrapper. One of only 200 Special First Edition cloth bound copies numbered and signed by Tony Howard., We are all climbing where we are and with the gear we use in no small part due to Tony Howard's quest for adventure. Tony climbed to fame in 1965 with the first British ascent of Norway's Troll Wall. He went on to establish the company, Troll Climbing Equipment, who designed the first sit harness. Tony has dedicated his life to travelling the world in search of unclimbed rock faces and remote trekking adventures. 68550, £50

Howard-Bury Lt.Col. C.K., Mount Everest The Reconnaissance, 1921, Edward Arnold, 1922 First Edition, xi, 356pp, 33 illus, folding maps, original blue cloth with gilt, exlibary, library marks to spine, occasional foxing, a few blemishes to front board but generally very clean, one plate reproduced, Good+. The author led this first official Everest Expedition in 1921, they reached the North Col and discovered the route to the top. 66680, £85
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Jackson Eileen Montague, Switzerland Calling. A true tale of a boy and girl's wonderful summer holidays climbing in the Alps., A. & C. Black, 1927 First Edition, 238pp, 16 illusts, original cloth, small split to head of spine, wear to extremities, Good+, signed and dated dedication by Eileen Montague Jackson to front endpaper. A very scarce signed copy., A teenager's enthusiastic account of climbing around Zermatt. A very fast climber, her prospects of a brilliant mountaineering career were curtailed by serious illness a few years later. 48132, £95


Jeffers LeRoy, Selected List Of Books On Mountaineering, The New York Public Library, 1916 Revised Edition, 46pp, original brown wrappers, small pencil annotation, VG+. A most attractive copy., The New York Public Library had become a depository of the printed material of the clubs and societies that formed the Bureau of Associated Mountaineering Clubs of North America. This publication lists the mountaineering titles compiled in recognition of the growing interest in North America in the exploration, and development, of mountain regions, and in their preservation in National parks. The first issue was 1914. A very scarce reference item. 55406, £55


Kilgour Wm.T., Twenty Years On Ben Nevis, Alexander Gardner, 1906 2nd Edition, 168pp, 32 illusts and panoramic map, private bookplate, owner's signature, top corner worn, foxing to endpapers, clean internally, fading to spine, VG+. A very scarce title relating the history of the Observatory on the summit and all events surrounding it. 42121, £48

Kirkpatrick Andy, Unknown Pleasures. Collected writing on life, death, climbing and everything in between, Vertebrate Publishing, 2018 First Edition, 232pp, hardback, New in dustwrapper, signed on the title page by Andy Kirkpatrick., Obsessed with climbing and addicted to writing, Kirkpatrick is a master storyteller. Covering subjects as diverse as climbing, relationships, fatherhood, mental health and the media, it is easy to read, sometimes difficult to digest, and impossible to forget. 68283, £26

Kirkus C.F., Let's Go Climbing, Thomas Nelson & Sons, 1946 rep, 200pp, inscription, light foreedge foxing, VG in VG dw., Colin Kirkus describes the progressive stages of mountaineering experience by reference to his own climbing career in Britain, the Alps and the Himalaya. 40047, £17

Kugy Dr Julius, **Son Of The Mountains**, Thomas Nelson & Sons, 1938 First Edition, 200pp, tiny tear in cloth otherwise, VG in Good chipped dw., Biography of Anton Oitzinger, Kugy's friend and guide. 5153, £39


Lacedelli Lino and Cenacchi Giovanni, **K2. The Price Of Conquest.**, Carreg, 2006 First Edition, 2nd impression, 127pp, hardback, New in dustwrapper., A new important account of the successful summit bid on K2 in 1954, one which resulted in accusations and court proceedings from Walter Bonatti. The truth is told. 33726, £16


Larden Walter, **Argentine Plains And Andine Glaciers. Life on an Estancia, and an Expedition into the Andes.**, T. Fisher Unwin, 1911 First Edition, 320pp, professionally recased, new spine with original laid on, slight bumping to corners, foreedge foxing, some internal foxing, VG., Includes an attempt on Aconcagua. 10127, £59

Lauritzten Per Roger & Ryvarden Leif, **FjellNorge Fra Trollheimen Til Svalbard**, Gyldendal, 2003, 231pp, Fine in Fine dw., Beautifully illustrated and a scarce title. 41559, £100

Lloyd-Jones Robin, **The Sunlit Summit. The life of W.H. Murray.**, Sandstone Press, 2013 First Edition, First Impression, 358pp, hardback, New in dustwrapper, signed by Robin Lloyd-Jones., This long awaited biography is destined to be very popular. There are only 750 copies of the First Printing so please be quick to avoid disappointment. With a foreword by Robert Macfarlane. 59248, £15

Longstaff Tom, **This My Voyage**, John Murray, 1950 First Edition, 324pp, original red cloth, top corners rounded, bottom corners slightly bumped, VG in colour photocopy of original dw., Longstaff greatest success was the climb of Trisul (7120m) in 1907, it was the highest peak climbed for 21 years. 44362, £26


MacInnes Hamish, **Beyond The Ranges**, Victor Gollancz, 1984 First Edition, 202pp, Fine in Fine dw, signed by Hamish MacInnes., Five years in the life of Hamish MacInnes.. 66207, £24

MacInnes Hamish, **Look Behind The Ranges**, Hodder & Stoughton, 1979 First Edition, 271pp. VG in VG dw, signed by Hamish MacInnes., A selection of MacInnes's adventures, including the Matterhorn, the Caucasus, the Eiger and St Kilda. 67992, £24

MacInnes Hamish, **Look Behind The Ranges**, Hodder & Stoughton, 1979 First Edition, 271pp. Fine in VG dw, signed by Hamish MacInnes., A selection of MacInnes's adventures, including the Matterhorn, the Caucasus, the Eiger and St Kilda. 66288, £26

MacInnes Hamish, **The Price Of Adventure**, Hodder & Stoughton, 1987 First Edition, 192pp, lean to spine, label removal mark to title page, VG in VG dw, signed by Hamish MacInnes., Mountain rescue stories from four continents, 66216, £18
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MacInnes, Hamish, **Climb To The Lost World**, Hodder & Stoughton, 1974 First Edition, 224pp, VG+ in VG dw, **signed** by Hamish MacInnes., First ascent of the Great Prow of Roraima, by an all-star team including MacInnes, Brown, Whillans and Anthoine, amid horrifying creepy-crawlies and appalling conditions. 66326, £28

Mallalieu Peter, **The Artists Of The Alpine Club. A Biographical Dictionary.**, The Alpine Club, 2007 First Edition, 219pp, full colour images, small bump to top corner of front board, VG+ in VG+ dw, **signed** by Peter Mallalieu. The scarce First Edition., There have always been artists of the Alpine Club, since its formation in 1857, who have acrried sketch books and painting materials into the mountains, recording their experiences. This book aims to show something of the history behind the Alpine Club's collection of some 600 pictures with biographical details and reproductions of the work of over 112 artists. 68879, £35


Mathews Charles Edward, **The Annals Of Mont Blanc**, T. Fisher Unwin, 1898 First Edition, 368pp, 34 illus, 3 facsimiles, folding map, new dark grey cloth binding closely matching the original with front and spine cloth relaid, very clean internally, VG. A very strong attractive copy., A history of climbing on Mont Blanc by an original member of the Alpine Club and President. 55189, £140

Mazeaud Pierre, **Naked Before The Mountain**, Victor Gollancz, 1974 First Edition, 256pp, VG+ in VG+ price clipped dw, Covering his mountaineering memories up to and including the unfortunate 1971 Everest Expedition. 64528, £26

McClure Steve, **Beyond Limits. A Life Through Climbing (SIGNED COPY)**, Vetebrate Publishing, First Edition, 248pp, hardback, New in dustwrapper, **signed** by Steve McClure, Autobiography. Story of a climber and his obsessive exploration of the sport, of finding a true passion, taking it to the limits and attempting to delicately balance this passion against other aspects of life to give the greatest rewards. 59971, £20

McDonald Bernadette, **Art of Freedom. The Life and Climbs of Voytek Kurtyka**, Vertebrate Publishing, 2017 First Edition, 256pp, hardback, New in dustwrapper. One of 200 cloth bound Special First Edition copies, numbered and **signed** by Bernadette McDonald. Winner of both the 2017 Banff Mountain Book Award for Mountain Literature and the Boardman Tasker Award 2017., A profound and moving biography of one of the international climbing world's most respected, complicated and reclusive mountaineers. Voytek Kurtyka remains one of the greatest alpinists of all time. 65024, £65


McDonald Bernadette, **I'll Call You In Kathmandu. The Elizabeth Hawley Story.**, The Mountaineers Books, 2005 First Edition, 253pp, Fine in Fine dw, **signed** by Bernadette McDonald., She left America in the 1950s to travel the world and although she never climbed a mountain, she became one of the most important figures in Himalayan climbing history. 44903, £39

McDonald Bernadette, **Tomaz Humar**, Hutchinson, 2008 First Edition, First Printing, 258pp, near Fine in near Fine dw., **signed** by Bernadette McDonald., She left America in the 1950s to travel the world and although she never climbed a mountain, she became one of the most important figures in Himalayan climbing history. 68912, £26

McGee Dingus, **A Poorperson's Guidebook: Free Climbs of Devil's Tower**, Dennis Horning & Hollis Marriott, 1987, 16pp, paperback, slight sunning to cover, owner's signature to front, VG. A scarce guide. 63968, £26

McNeish Cameron & Else Richard, **Scotland End to End. Walking the Gore-Tex Scottish National Trail.**, Mountain Media, 2012 reprint, 176pp, pictorial hardback. New, **signed** by Cameron McNeish and Richard Else., Meandering through some of the most beautiful and rugged landscapes in Scotland the 470 mile Gore-Tex Scottish National Trail connects some of Scotland's finest scenery into one long end-to-end journey. 59048, £12

Meredith Brian, Escape On Skis, Hurst & Blackett Ltd, First Edition, 255pp, slight darkening to edge of boards, foxing to foreedges, VG in Good rubbed dw with one tear. Scarce in dustwrapper., Ski-ing in the Rocky Mountains. 64087, £36


Messner Reinhold, The Challenge, Kaye & Ward, 1977 First Edition, 205pp, VG+ in VG dw with small stain to top corner, signed on the title page by Peter Habeler., Unsuccessful attempt on Lhotse south face, and his Alpine style ascent of Hidden Peak with Peter Habeler. 10356, £46


Mitchell William J., Loppé. Peintre - Alpiniste, John Mitchell Fine Paintings, London, 2018 First Edition, 200pp, softback, Fine in Fine dustwrapper., As a prolific artist and mountaineer, Gabriel Loppé is now recognized as the first painter to have depicted what the French call 'la haute montagne'. This 200 page book is the first in English dedicated to the life and work of Gabriel Loppé, with over 100 colour illustrations, and many hitherto unpublished works. 68900, £50
Moffat Jerry, Jerry Moffatt, Revelations, Vertebrate Publishing, 2009 First Edition, 242pp, VG+ in VG+ dw, signed by Jerry Moffatt., The story of Moffatt's meteoric rise to stardom, and how he overcame injury to stay at the top for over two decades. A top sport climber, brilliant competitor and a pioneer in the new game of bouldering. 55559, £50

Moorehead Catherine, The K2 Man (and his Molluscs). The Extraordinary Life of Haversham Godwin-Austen, The In Pinn, 2013 First Edition, 279pp, hardback, New in dustwrapper., Haversham Godwin-Austen, 1834-1823, found his way to K2, but went on to be the first serious explorer of the Karakoram, Ladakh, Western Tibet, Bhutan, Northern Burma and Assam. He also became one of the UK's greatest surveyors, covering over 22000 square miles of new territory, including 23 glaciers and at least two dozen peaks over 5000m. His personal life was equally interesting and colourful with a dark secret which came back to haunt him near the end of his life. 63075, £17

Moravec Fritz, Die Teilnehmer der Osterreichischen Himalaya - Dhaulagiri Expedition 1959. Austrian Himalaya - Dhaulagiri Expedition 1959 - Official Expedition Postcard, Austrian Himalayan Foundation, 1959, Postcard of Dhaulagiri, with the ink stamp of the expedition on the rear, signed by all members of the expedition, Fritz Moravec (leader), Dr. Wilfried Wehrle, Othmar Kucera, Stefan Pauer, Karl Prein, Hans Ratay, Heinrich Roiss and Erich Vanis., The Austrian Himalayan Foundation sent out its fourth Himalayan expedition in the pre-monsoon season of 1959 to the last of the eight-thousanders accessible to Western climbers, 26,795 ft. Dhaulagiri. There were six experienced climbers, a doctor and a photographer in the team. 61519, £55

Mummery A.F., My Climbs In The Alps And Caucasus, T. Fisher Unwin, 1908 Second Edition, Fourth Impression, xl, 361pp, 11 plates, original fawn cloth, map endpapers, owner's signature to front endpaper, signature erased on half title page, VG+ in colour photocopy of original dw. T. Fisher Unwin, 1908 Second Edition, Fourth Impression., From the Wetterhorn – Schwarze Menschen. Vom Himalaja zu den Riesenkratern Afrikas, Austrianischer Bundesverlag, 1958 Second Edition, Vienna, 224pp, original pictorial cloth, map endpapers, all members of the expedition, Fritz Moravec (leader), Dr. Wilfried Wehrle, Othmar Kucera, Stefan Pauer, Karl Prein, Hans Ratay, Heinrich Roiss and Erich Vanis., 1823, found his way to K2, but went on to be the first serious explorer of the Karakoram, Ladakh, Western Tibet, Bhutan, Northern Burma and Assam. He also became one of the UK's greatest surveyors, covering over 22000 square miles of new territory, including 23 glaciers and at least two dozen peaks over 5000m. His personal life was equally interesting and colourful with a dark secret which came back to haunt him near the end of his life. 59470, £30

Mummery A.F., My Climbs In The Alps And Caucasus, Quartoeran Publications, 1974 US, 360pp, slight bump to bottom corners o/w VG+ in VG- dw with some staining to spine., Mummery made many important climbs in the Mont Blanc region. He led an expedition to Nanga Parbat in 1895, with Collie and Bruce, but disappeared whilst reconnoitring. 46177, £130


Naess Arne, Tirich Mir. The Norwegian Himalaya Expedition., Hodder & Stoughton, 1952 First Edition, 192pp, original blue cloth, bottom corners a little bumped, foxing to endpapers, Good+ in Good rubbed dw., The Norwegian expedition made the first ascent of Tirich Mir, the highest mountain in the Hindu Kush. 63898, £48


Newby Eric, A Short Walk In The Hindu Kush, BCA, 1973 rep, 247pp, Fine in VG dw with fading to spine., A classic work by a well-known writer and traveller. 45389, £20
We have a large selection of Magazines and Journals available, from individual copies, long runs through to complete sets. Many feature superb mountaineering articles and accounts not available anywhere else and represent great value for money and excellent reading. For example:


Mountain, High, Climber and Rambler, Crags, Rocksport, Strider, Summit, Climb, Mountain Review, Mountain Life, Mountain Craft, On The Edge, La Montagne and many other magazines.


Price Tom, *Travill So Gladly Spent*, The Ernest Press, 2000 First Edition, 280pp, Fine in Fine dw, signed by Tom Price., Short listed for 2000 Boarman Tasker Award Tom Price has been active in the outdoors throughout a long life: climbing, mountaineering, canoeing, camping, skiing, Antarctic exploration, and travelling in many lands have all been and remain great enthusiasms. **56413, £25**


Rey Guido, *The Matterhorn*, T. Fisher Unwin, 1907 First Edition, 336pp, 14 coloured plates, 23 pen and ink drawings by Edoardo Rubino and 11 photographs, original fawn cloth, t.e.g., cloth darkened, some water staining to top of boards and down the leading edge, similar staining on frontispiece but not affecting the image, foxing to endpapers, Good., A charmingly written account of attempts on the Matterhorn by the early pioneers and by Guido Rey himself. **59865, £105**


Russell Jean [editor], Ashcroft Jack, Berry Mike, Gadsby Gordon, and Gardiner Paul, *Climb If You Will - a commentary on Geoff Hayes and his club - The Oread Mountaineering Club.,* The Oread Mountaineering Club, 1974 First Edition, 222pp, VG in VG dw, Geoff Hayes, who was killed whilst climbing at Dow Crag in the Lake District in 1971, was a member of the famous Midland mountaineering club - The Oread. **40983, £75**

Ruttledge Hugh, *Everest 1933*, Hodder & Stoughton. 1934 reprint, 390pp, VG+ in colour photocopy of original dw., The expedition was the first attempt since the 1924 expedition on which Mallory and Irvine had been killed. In 1933 three climbers, Wager, Wyn Harris and later Smythe, reached 8580 metres. **1426, £40**

Ruttledge Hugh, *Everest The Unfinished Adventure*, Hodder & Stoughton, 1937 First Edition, 295pp, 63 plates, original blue cloth with gilt, light wear to extremities, VG in colour photocopy of original dw., The story of the 1936 Everest Expedition led by Ruttledge which sadly achieved little due to an early monsoon. The book has interesting appendices on medicine, the name of Everest, wireless and a fine portfolio of pictures. **55665, £40**

Sale Richard, *The Challenge of K2. A History of the Savage Mountain*, Pen & Sword Books, 2011 First Edition, 227pp, hardback, 49 illus, New in dw., K2 is one of the most demanding mountaineering challenges in the world and one of the most teacherous. Extreme and unpredictable weather and the acutely difficult climbing conditions test the technique, endurance and psychological strength of the most experienced mountaineers to the limit - and often beyond. Over 70 climbers have died or disappeared on K2. Richard Sale traces the climbing history of K2 over the last 150 years, describing how it acquired its awesome reputation. **£4830, £15**


Sansom George S., *Climbing At Wasdale Before The First World War*, Castle Carey Press, 1982 First Edition, 100pp, plus appendix, hardback, New in dustwrapper., With 9 drawings and a map by Alfred Wainwright and twelve photographs. Privately published as a memorial to George S. Sansom. 1000 copies only produced. **£34**


Schomberg R. C. F., *Between The Oxus And The Indus*, Martin Hopkinson, 1935 First Edition, 275pp, owner's signature, first signs of foreedge foxing, a couple of faint marks to spine but boards generally very clean with spine titling bright, top rear corner bumped, VG., The author's travelling experiences from the Gilgit Agency through the Hunza, Yasin and Hunza. Five chapters are devoted to the inhabitants, their customs and folklore, and the 13th chapter is an account of the Hunza-Nagir War. **£3643, £90**


Scott Doug, *Up And About. The Hard Road To Everest (SIGNED COPY)*, Vertebrate Publishing, 2015 First Edition, 404pp, hardback, NEW in dw, signed by Doug Scott. The true First Edition which sold out ages ago, Doug found another box hidden away for us. The first volume of his autobiography, Scott tells his story from his birth in Nottingham during the darkest days of war to the summit of Everest. £86663, £35

Scott Doug & Maclntyre Alex, *The Shishapangma Expedition*, The Mountaineers, 1984 First US Edition, 322pp, near Fine in VG dw with some sunning to spine area, signed by Doug Scott. 1982 expedition to climb the south west face, with historical detail about climbers and travellers in the region. 32961, £22

Shipton Eric, *The Mount Everest Reconnaissance Expedition 1951*, E.P. Dutton, 1953 reprint, 128pp owner's signature, VG in Good+ dw with a couple of small chips, signed by Edmund Hillary. Confirmation of the southern route via the Khumbu ice-fall and Western Cwm. 50729, £130


Simpson Joe, *The Water People*, Jonathan Cape, 1992 First Edition, 239pp, near Fine in VG+ dw, signed by Joe Simpson. In the author's first novel the reader is drawn in to the adventure, as the climber travels and explores his surroundings and inner-self. 9926, £34

Simpson Joe, *This Game Of Ghosts*, Jonathan Cape, 1993 4th Printing, 320pp, Fine in VG+ dw with sunning to spine, signed by Joe Simpson. The sequel to 'Touching The Void'. Joe Simpson paints a warm, vivid picture of the climbing fraternity, and approaches a fusion of poetry and philosophy sometimes with his descriptions of the impact on oneself of facing down the fear of dying. 40308, £27


Slingsby W. Cecil, *Norway The Northern Playground*, Ripping Yarns, 2003 rep, 234pp, 10 illustrations, 1 colour map, softback, Fine. Slingsby climbed many of the Norwegian peaks between 1872 and 1912. 66784, £32

Smythe F.S., *Camp Six. An Account of the 1933 Mount Everest Expedition*, Hodder & Stoughton, 1937 First Edition, 307pp, original blue cloth, very small tear to head of spine, foxing and some marks to endpapers, a few spots to prelims, VG in colour photocopy of original dw. Includes his solo attempt on the summit, one of the great efforts in Everest history. 65994, £50


Steinberg Susan [Editor], *Capturing The Mountains. The Lake District through the lens of the Abraham brothers*, Abraham Photographic, 2008 First Edition, large softback, VG+. Introduced by Sue Steinberg, Ashley Abraham's granddaughter, who compiled this historic collection. Now very scarce. This is a collection of superb Lake District photographs from the late Victorian/Edwardian era, of climbing and outdoor scenes, taken by Keswick's renowned climbing photographers, George and Ashley Abraham. This book revives over 100 Abraham historical photographs of the Lake District, in large-format classic black and white. The Abraham brothers of Keswick were pioneer rock-climbers, professional photographers and founding members of the Fell and Rock Climbing Club of the Lake District. 68843, £95

Tasker Joe, **Everest The Cruel Way**, Eyre Methuen, 1981 First Edition, 166pp, VG+ in VG+ dw, **signed** by Doug Scott., Unsuccessful attempt on the West Ridge in winter. 63908, **£48**

Tasker Joe, **Savage Arena**, Methuen, 1982 rep, 270pp, VG+ in VG+ dw, **signed** by Doug Scott., Experiences on the Eiger, Dunagiri, Changabang, K2 and Kangchenjunga. 62788, **£24**


Terray Lionel, **La Conquete Du Mont Jannu**, C.A.F., 1962, 32pp, text in French, VG, **signed** on reverse by Lionel Terray., The successful 1962 French Expedition to Jannu. A compilation of articles from Lucien Devies, Jean Franco, Lionel Terray, Pierre Leroux and Paul Keller, together with adverts from the sponsors. 10283, **£110**

Terray Lionel, **Les Conquerants De L'Inutile. Des Alpes A L'Annapurna**, Gallimard, 1963 reprint, 569pp, softback, VG+, **signed** by Lionel Terray. Text in French. 36920, **£140**


The Munro Society, **Scaling the Heights. Measuring Scotland's Mountains**, The Munro Society, 2018 First Edition, 146pp, hardback, pictorial boards, New., The Munro Society embarked on an eight year programme of measuring some of the more marginal Munros, Munro Tops and Corbetts. This book is a fascinating account of history, science and practicalities of measuring the mountains. 68225, **£15**


Tilman H.W., **China To Chitral**, Cambridge University Press, 1951 First Edition, 124pp, foxing to endpapers, VG+ in colour photocopy of original dw., A journey through Chinese Turkestan in 1949. He attempted Bogdo, Ola and Chakar Aghil with Shipton. 36974, **£26**

Tilman H.W., **Mount Everest 1938**, Cambridge University Press, 1948 First Edition, 160pp, owner's signature, slight sunning to boards, VG in colour photocopy of original dw., This expedition lead by Tilman reached c8300metres, and included Shipton and Smythe. 40247, **£18**

Tollefsen Ivar Erik, **Antarctica. The Ronde Spire**, Orion Forlag, 1997 First Edition, 160pp, corners bumped, light rippling to very bottom of pages due to water damage, Good+, The first ascent of the Ronde Spire, stunning photographs. 38091, **£22**

Tranter Philip, **No Tigers In The Hindu Kush**, Hodder & Stoughton, 1968 First Edition, 155pp, VG+ in VG+ dw, **signed** dedication by Philip Tranter., Account of a four man Scottish expedition in 1965. 56872, **£65**

Tyler J. E., **The Alpine Passes in the Middle Ages (962-1250)**, Basil Blackwell, 1930 First Edition, 188pp, original blue boards, exlibirary with usual markings, Good in colour photocopy of original dw. A scarce title. **£55**

Venables Stephen, **Everest Kangshung Face**, Hodder & Stoughton, 1989 First Edition, 236pp, owner's signature, VG in VG dw, **signed** by Stephen Venables., The least accessible and most dramatic face on Everest. Venables solo summit success from the South Col was regarded as perhaps the most considerable climbing feat of the year. 42530, **£22**

Venables Stephen, **Painted Mountains**, Hodder & Stoughton, 1986 First Edition, 239pp, VG+ in VG dw, **signed** by Stephen Venables., Two expeditions to Kashmir, a Boardman Tasker Award winner. 46202, **£24**

Wherry George, **Notes From A Knapsack**, Bowes and Bowes, 1909 First Edition, 312pp, VG. 1261, **£38**
Ward Michael, *Everest Chomolungma Sagarmatha*. A catalogue of books and ephemera relating to the exploration of the world's highest peak on the 50th anniversary of its first ascent, Henry Sotheran Ltd, 2003 First Edition, 86pp, pictorial boards, Fine. A limited edition of only 400 copies, this copy is not numbered. The items in the catalogue run in roughly chronological order. It includes journal articles and literature, postcards, leaflets, posters, as well as signed and other manuscript material, are included as a reflection of the contemporary interest in the subject. £35


Whillans Don & Ormerod Alick, *Don Whillans. Portrait Of A Mountaineer*, Heinemann, 1971 First Edition, 266pp, original blue cloth, one of the two blank free endpapers removed, some light edge wear, internally very clean, Good+ in VG- price clipped dw. 68922, £30


Whillans Don, Scott Doug and others, *European Everest Expedition 1972 - Official Souvenir Postcard*, 1972, Very good condition. Expedition postcard signed by 13 expedition members., On 26 March 1972 the first European Everest Expedition reached the Base Camp at the Khumbu glacier (5400 m.). The climbing team was K. M. Herrligkoffer (leader), Michael Anderl (deputy leader), Felix Kuen (climbing leader), Peter Bednar (German), Hans Berger (Swiss), Leo Breitenberger (Austrian), Adi Huber (Austrian) , Adi Weissenstein (Austrian), Prof. Edelwald Huettl (German), Sepp Maag (Austrian), Peter Perner (Austrian), Adi Sager (Austrian), Horst Schneider (Austrian) and the British Hamish MacInnes, Doug Scott and Don Whillans. 68927, £95

Whipplesnaith (Noel Howard Symington), *The Night Climbers Of Cambridge*, Chatto And Windus, 1952 reprint, 183pp, some uneven fading to boards, foreedge foxing, Good+ in torn dw with some loss, A fascinating book, with many photographs, of Cambridge students and friends climbing precarious and daring routes on the University buildings under the cover of night. Whipplesnaith is pseudonym of Noel Howard Symington. 46328, £38


Winter or Spring in Pitlochry?

An excellent time to visit beautiful Perthshire - the heart of Scotland.

We are delighted to offer a superbly appointed two bedroom self-catering cottage and one bed apartment to rent – only three night min stay.

Pitlochry is a great winter base for walking, climbing or skiing. Glenshee, Cairngorm, Nevis Range and Glencoe ski areas are all accessible. Enjoy the local area and attractions during this quieter period.

The cottage is in a superb location with Pitlochry Golf Course and the village high street only 300 yards away for a wide choice of restaurants, cafes and shops.

Pitlochry is also an excellent base for exploring further afield as it is so central in Scotland.

Please ask for full details, availability and special rates

Book Descriptions

The following abbreviations and terms are used in this catalogue:

Mint / M  As new condition, may have neat inscription.
Fine / F   Almost like new condition with the first signs of use.
Very Good / VG Average condition with some signs of use.
Good / G   Below average condition with obvious signs of use.
Poor / P   A worn book with some significant defect but complete unless stated.
+ or –     is used to indicate slightly better or worse than the above.

Other abbreviations:-  fep - front endpaper,  t.e.g. - top edge gilt,  a.e.g. - all edges gilt,  pp - printed pages, sI - slightly,  exlib - ex public/private library, o/w - otherwise,  dw - dustwrapper, inscr - inscription by previous owner.
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This catalogue is a SMALL selection of our mountain travel stock

Check our website for even more choice, 1000s of books under £10
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Search for books by title, author or keywords. Signed Copies – use keyword ‘signed’

Shopping cart - Pay online, with an option to create an account for faster ordering
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Most of our books sell before appearing in a catalogue.

To register simply email: chris@glacierbooks.com
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